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ABSTRACT
METACOMMUNICATION AND PROBLEM SOLVING
IN A COLLABORATIVE TASK
OF YOUNG CHILDREN
MAY 1999
YOUNGHEE WANG, B.S., YONSEI UNIVERSITY
M S., YONSEI UNIVERSITY
Ed.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Directed by: Professor George E. Forman
The present research attempted to address how metacommunication of young
children relates to the products in a collaborative problem solving, along with the three
main purposes: first, to investigate the relationship between metacommunicative talk in a
dyad and the proper movement of the robot; second, to compare metacommunicative
output by the two roles in the robot game, which are Operator and Witness; and last, to
examine the increase of metacommunicative talk over the course of the games.
To answer the question above, using a small battery-operated robot, 10
kindergartners and 12 first-second graders were asked to play games, which were a
collaborative task that requires two children; Operator and Witness. Each dyad
participated in three sessions, playing both roles during one session. After quantitative
analysis of the data administered to address the three purposes, qualitative analysis was
done to detect the in-depth processes between metacommunication and the collaborative
problem solving.
The relationships between metacommunicative talk in a dyad and the proper
movement of the robot were complicated, indicating the relationships are more task-
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specific. It was found that there is a fair amount of role-dependent variability. Frequencies
of metacommunicative output vary from the subcategories of metacommunication. Usage
of the subcategories is related to the role that a child plays in the robot games. Adversely
to prediction about the last purpose, the metacommunicative usage decreased as the
sessions continue. The plausible accounts were addressed about the findings.
Qualitative analysis revealed that the children utilized metacommunication for
various reasons. They are to clarify statements, to retell previous statements, to prompt
the games, to expatiate insufficient instructions voluntarily or with input from the outside,
to be aware of linguistic references, to repeat other’s statement, to regulate other person’s
statement in order to stop partner’s talk or to start own talking, and finally to integrate a
previous statement to the present communication.
In coda, the benefits of using metacommunication were acquisition of a correct
concept on the instruction given and advancement of communication skills as the game
proceeded.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

Metacommunication, or communication about communication, serves an important
and powerful function in human interaction. It functions to enhance awareness about one's
own and other's communication and by doing so leads to transform communication and
interactions with others. When instruction is characterized as a social interaction between an
instructor and a learner that depends on precise communication, metacommunication plays a
significant role in instruction. Instructing requires an instructor to think and clarify his or her
ideas when giving words to a learner. Metacommunication allows an instructor to monitor
his or her instruction and interaction with a learner. It also provides insight into problems,
concerns, or breakdowns that an instructor or a learner may confront. This monitoring
reshapes the instruction/leaming processes. In a collaborative task environment, each child
participates as both an instructor and a learner, which means bi-directional influences.
Collaborative peer interaction can maximize learning by supporting the development of
problem-solving and higher order thinking abilities like metacognition (Atkinson & Green,
1990).

Statement of the Problem
A review of research on metacognition revealed strong evidence that metacognition
was crucial to successful learning. Osman and Hannafin (1992) characterize effective
learners as active information processors and comprehenders who can successfully control
and monitor their learning activities. These characteristics are also true during instructing, as
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a teacher conceded (Fostnot, 1989). Research on metacognition and learning/instruction
processes emphasizes that children can enhance their learning by becoming aware of their
own thinking. For example, after reviewing the literature on metacognition and young
children's writing, Steinberg (1991) found that skilled writers differed from less skilled
writers in the extent of their metacognitive knowledge of the writing process and use of
effective writing strategies. Other scholars also emphasize a role of metacognition in
problem solving (Davidson and Sternberg, 1998; Dominowski, 1998).
This general emphasis on metacognition and leaming/instruction processes may be
applied to more specific context like metacommunication and learning/instruction processes
in a collaborative problem-solving environment. When children are aware of
communication that happens during instructing, they can instruct each other more
effectively and consequently they can improve their learning and problem solving.
In contrast to much of research on the function of metacognition in individual
learning processes, many researchers point out that research traditions on collaborative
interaction have mainly focused on testing the products rather than what goes on in the
processes of collaborative problem solving (Barnes & Todd, 1995; Bennett & Cass, 1990).
Few of the present studies of this area have investigated how children reach a mutual goal
and how improved outcomes occur when solving a shared task. Research is needed to
examine the process of collaborative learning step by step.
Metacommunicative talk may contribute to collaborative problem solving.
Communication researchers widely accept that all communication encompasses a
metacommunicative function (Leeds-Hurwitz, 1989). Metacommunication is always present
in interactions. This feature of metacommunication makes itself worthy of study.
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Review of research on children’s metacommunication reveals that three general
categories appear. The first category of research on children’s metacommunication (Beal &
Flavell, 1982; Singer & Flavell, 1981) has investigated children's metacommunicative
ability when the children listened to prerecorded instruction. The second category of
research (Skow, 1994) had been done in the area of speech communication. They identified
the functions and descriptive features of children's metacommunication that occurred
naturally. The third category of research has focused on metacommunication of young
children in play contexts such as pretend and sociodramatic play (Doehring, 1993; Goncu,
1993; Halliday-Scher, Urberg, & Kaplan-Estrin, 1995). Even though studies of different
aspects of children's metacommunication have been conducted in the area of education and
psychology, there has been little interest shown in the question of what kinds of talk
between children are useful for a collaborative problem solving or interactive instruction
situation.
At the practical level of education, teachers broadly accept that instruction requires
metacognition. At the theoretical level, it is necessary to study how metacognition functions
in a collaborative problem-solving environment where a child is allowed to give instructions
to his or her partner and to take instructions from his or her partner. Teaching and learning is
a form of social interaction, relying on communication. Students’ capacity to monitor
communicative processes will increase their performance on a shared problem solving. This
provides the premise for research questions of the present study.
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Purpose of the Study
This research examines the role of metacommunication in contexts planned for
collaborative problem solving. It is assumed that the more children talk about their
communication, the more positively they will solve the problem. In other words, talking
about words will relate to solving problems better.

Definition of Terms

Metacommunication: Any statements about what has just been said or will be said
Collaboration: Working together in a shared problem-solving environment. In the study,
a shared problem is defined as a robot task that requires a pair of children to give
instructions and move the robot in order to achieve a goal. An individual child
cannot solve the task on his or her own.

Hypotheses

The hypotheses mentioned below will guide this study:

(1) Metacommunicative talk in a dyad will be positively correlated with the proper
movement of the robot.
In this study, the monitoring processes that metacommunication offers can be
applied to the robot game. A dyad works collaboratively to move the robot in its intended
direction, which requires much trial and error in movement of the robot. By doing so,
communication failures occur due to conditions of the game or a developmental
characteristic of young children (Rogoff, 1991). These failures require the children to
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repair communication in order to achieve the goal. Children’s metacommunicative
capacity will enable the children to identify the failures and to utilize repair mechanisms.
Specifically in this study, children’s metacommunicative competence will have an
influence on formulating instructions and finally moving the robot properly.
A’dyad consists of a Witness (W) and an Operator (O). Metacommunication
allows W to monitor his or her instructions and interactions with O. It also permits O to
oversee W’s instructions, his or her own verbal reactions, and relationships with W.
Therefore, metacommunication provides insight into problems, concerns, and failures
which either W or O may confront. In turn, this provides an environment where problems
may be adjusted.
Within a dyad, the two sources of metacommunicative capacity in the shared
problem-solving situation are the Operator and the Witness.
Figure 1.1 depicts the assumptions of how metacommunication works generally
to identify communication failure and repair, depending on the source of
metacommunication. Metacommunication (MC) about a previous statement was
proposed as an independent variable, and movement of the robot (RM) to be produced
after MC was propounded as a dependent variable.
W gives an instruction to O. If observation of the robot movement (RM1) shows
that it is inconsistent with W’s instruction, W will provide metacommunicative statement
and O will reproduce RM2. If RM2 is still inconsistent, the metacommunicative
processes will continue.
O also shows metacommunicative capacity in want of clarifying the meaning of
W’s instruction when the instruction given is too ambiguous to perform it.
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Metacommunicative competencies of both will function for the proper movement
of the robot. In this process, high metacommunicative ability will be associated with
positive movement of the robot.

Witness

Operator
►

Ia) (e. g. “Go straight.”)

MCc) (e. g. “No, I said go straight.”) -►

RM lb) (e.g.: The right front wheel
of the robot turns in counter¬
clockwise.)

RM 2d) (e.g.: The robot goes
straight.)

Metacommunicative output from the Witness

IIe) (e.g. “Move up.”) -►

MC (e.g. “What did you say?”)

12 ^ (e.g. “Put up the hand.”) -►

RM 8) (e. g.: The elbow of the robot
moves up.)

Metacommunicative output from the Operator

Figure 1.1: Cognitive Processes and Two Sources of Metacommunication
Key:a) I: Instruction
b) RM 1: First movement of the robot
c) MC: Metacommunication
d) RM 2: Second movement of the robot
e) II: First instruction
012: Second instruction
8) RM: Movement of the robot
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(2) Operators will show more metacommunicative output than Witnesses will.
This hypothesis is based on three assumptions. First, in the robot task, W’s job is
to help O identify a (or two) specific button(s) and move the robot properly. O is the
receiver of information or instructions given by W. While speaking is an active behavior,
listening is passive. Formulating instruction may require more mental energy than the
rather receptive behavior of information taking. This less cognitive work will allow more
cognitive scope for O to monitor and talk about what s/he listens to. Secondly and more
importantly, the role of O itself that is in charge of moving the robot requires correct
information. When O doesn’t understand an instruction or speculates that a given
instruction may be incorrect or insufficient, s/he would make a metacommunicative
remark in order to derive more information from W. Thirdly and more generally, in
construction of a shared world a speaker presupposes that a listener has some knowledge
that is not yet introduced in interaction but essential to the topic being introduced. Since
the speaker is presupposing, or taking for granted, certain things, the listener needs to fill
in these gaps. Therefore, in the ensuing interaction, the listener begins to test the accuracy
of his or her assumptions about the gaps left by the speaker. If the communication is
successful, the listener constructs the knowledge that the speaker presumes.

(3) A dyad will utilize metacommunicative talk increasingly over the course of the
games.
Participation in the robot game three times will have a learning effect on practice
of children’s metacognitive competence. Metacommunicative exchange to perform the
task will have an influence on the usage of metacommunication in the later games.
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Significance of the Study
Peer interaction can enable children to acquire new knowledge and to investigate
and clarify their understanding by actively exchanging and using each other's ideas through
conflicts or shared meaning. Collaborative work empowers children by endowing their
learning with ownership. Accordingly, children see themselves as a learning resource. The
current study investigated communicative processes in a collaborative task, focusing on
metacommunication. This study attempted to find a link between a communication theory
(metacommunication) and an application (problem solving). Specifically, the study
attempted to answer the following theoretical questions that researchers raised
(Dunlosky, 1998) in the field of metacognition: How do young children monitor their
information exchanges when they are involved in a collaborative problem solving? How
precisely do they monitor on-going communications? What are the roles of
communication monitoring in the subsequent control of task-related behaviors? How
does metacommunication link to problem solving? And what are the benefits of
communication monitoring? The present study looked closely at metacommunicative
processes in action, that is, communication monitoring that arises during the completion
of a collaborative problem solving, and the adjustments the children make while they are
working a shared task.
This study is a contribution to our understanding of what happens in a collaborative
interaction, finding how children give information to their partner, and how children's
metacommunicative competence commits to an effective outcome of collaboration. The first
beneficiary of these findings is a child because teaching is learning. Children can be
effective learners by learning how to become effective instructors to their peers. The
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research findings also help teachers decide when to intervene and when not to intervene,
how they should intervene, what kinds of children's talk they should encourage, or what
teaching strategies they should employ in order to improve children's learning when children
participate in collaborative problem solving. When designing collaborative learning
curricula, the results give suggestions regarding how education fosters a child to become a
human learning resource available to others, namely, an effective communicator who can
convey their own instructions and comprehend others better.
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CHAPTER n
LITERATURE REVIEW

Theoretical perspectives and previous research on metacommunication, problem
solving in collaboration and the relationship between the two are reviewed in this chapter.

Metacommunication

Conceptualizations and Functions of Metacommunication

This section describes conceptualizations of metacommunication, centering on
children's metacommunication literature, even though researchers who investigated the use
of metacommunication among adult couples or friends have mentioned many
conceptualizations.
The first scholars (Ruesch & Bateson, 1951) who worked on metacommunication
defined it as communication about communication. This means all messages about
communication are metacommunication. Metacommunicative ability is the ability to talk
about talk or to refer to a code rather than just use it.
The metacommunicative component of communication deals with not only the
content or message of communication but also frames for maintenance of communication
and alternation of one event into another. Some researchers (Leeds-Hurwitz, 1989)
characterize metacommunication too broadly such as any comment on what has just been
said or done and how it is to be understood or any question about the intent behind an
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action. For this study, only comments on having been said or will be said were considered as
metacommunication.
Whatever its forms or conceptualizations, metacommunication is always regarded
as a qualifier to behavior rather than simply being more behavior (Leeds-Hurwitz, 1989).
It is not easy to identify metacommunicative functions of interaction because the
functions that researchers describe are content specific. Basically researchers agree that
metacommunication serves to frame messages for purposes of clarifying, interpreting,
managing, or attending to conversational meaning or/and communicator roles. The
functions of metacommunication are closely related to each other and any single
metacommunication usually serves several of the functions (Rossiter, 1974). By
metacommunicating, communication or relationships between people can be maintained
or transformed.

Metacommunication in Children

Research trends in children’s metacommunication can be classified into three
general categories, depending on the researchers’ conceptualizations of metacommunication
and specific interests in level of metacommunication.
Sparked by a contemporary interest in metacognition initiated by Flavell (1971,
1976, 1977, & 1979), the first category of research defines metacommunication as
awareness of the factors that are operating in communicative behavior, and in particular,
as the conscious processes of talking about how to communicate or communication
monitoring. The communication monitoring ability requires treating “message as
analyzable cognitive object” (Flavell, Speer, Green, & August, 1981, p.27). It is more
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related to paying attention to the message itself and evaluating the message than simply
understanding communication. They predicate that metacognitive awareness develops in
middle childhood and is accompanied by a more general change in cognitive development
that takes place during this period. This claim is also applied to metacommunication, which
means metacommunication is late developing. Research on monitoring language has
centered on children's metacommunicative ability demonstrated when the children
listened to or read ambiguous directions in referential communication paradigms. To
name a few, the studies were done by Flavell and his colleagues (Beal, 1988; Beal &
Flavell, 1982; Bonitatibus, 1988; Flavell et al., 1981; Singer & Flavell, 1981).
One of the widely cited studies in this field was conducted by Flavell and his
associates (Flavell et al., 1981). They examined the development of comprehension
monitoring and knowledge about communication. Kindergarten and second-grade children
listened to taped instructions and attempted to construct buildings with blocks exactly like
those of a young girl serving as a confederate. While listening to the instructions, they were
encouraged to stop and replay the instructions as often as they wanted. The researchers
manipulated the instructions, so that the children's comprehensibility was adversely affected.
Some of the instructions contained ambiguities, contractions, incomplete directions, or
unattainable goals. Successful notice of such inadequacies or confusions was taken as
evidence of effective comprehension monitoring. Spontaneous verbal and nonverbal signs
of problem detection, for example, looking puzzled, pause, or replaying the tape were also
analyzed. The children were later asked whether they had succeeded in making a building
identical to the girl instructor's and whether they thought the instructor did a good job in
conveying the instructions. As expected, the older children were more likely to notice the
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inadequacies in the messages than the younger ones. Even though both kindergartners and
second graders gave nonverbal signs of puzzlement during the task, the kindergartners were
less likely to report later that some of the messages were inadequate. The researchers
concluded that young children are poor at monitoring their understanding of a verbal
message.
Baker and Brown (1984), however, suggested other possible factors rather than poor
comprehension monitoring while reading written messages. Perhaps children believed they
understood a message (i.e., they evaluated their understanding and found it adequate), but
their interpretation did not match the writer's interpretation of the message. It is possible that
the children made inferences to resolve the potential sources of confusion, however, for
reasons of verbal capacity, they were unable to say they didn't understand, or unwilling to
point out problems in the messages, despite the experimenter's efforts to make them feel
comfortable doing so. Still another possibility is that young children would give reliable
authority to any instruction because they might have not listened to inadequate instructions
especially taped ones. Therefore, they would be very reluctant to report their doubt. Related
to this, young children may lack the experience of evaluating the communicative quality of
messages. As a counterexample against some of the above potential accounts, an
investigation (Beal & Flavell, 1982) showed a finding that without hesitation, children
criticized instructions that were impossible to perform on one task. The instructions were the
most ambiguous instructions because they didn’t mention about a key block.
The finding of the study can be compared to an interesting finding in a study (Singer
& Flavell, 1981). The study found that children rated instructions better in an unambiguous
condition than in ambiguous conditions. In summary, even young children showed
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capacities to evaluate the two messages on the other ends of ambiguous continuity that are
either obviously ambiguous or unambiguous. Their inability to judge messages may depend
on the extent of ambiguity.
With a similar view of the first research category, studies were done to identify that
children can distinguish the literal meaning of a speaker’s expression from the speaker’s
intended meaning. Young children paid more attention to what the speaker said than what
the speaker meant (Beal & Flavell, 1984). Having information on the speaker’s intention
served adversely for first graders’ evaluation of ambiguous messages. Children who
succeeded in monitoring statements were capable of understanding and focusing on the
message’s literal meaning, whereas failures didn’t. Reviews of studies in this field (Beal,
1988; Bonitatibus, 1988) lead to a conclusion that supports Flavell’s claim, that is, this
ability is more related to a global change in the child’s cognition around middle childhood.
When interpreting vague instructions, children showed considerably more
competence at their interpretation when cues to prominent referent were given and the
speaker was cooperative (Speer, 1984). Two-year olds were effective in repairing their own
messages, but their responses were less obvious when their parents requested to clarify the
messages (Shatz & O’Reilly, 1990). Additionally, when children were informed in advance
that the materials would contain problems and were given specific examples, their problem
identification also improved (Dominowski, 1998). Finally, when children were provided
feedback as to the success of their initial efforts and were offered a second opportunity to
identify missed problems, even 5-year-olds showed substantial gains. A study done with
adults in a different culture observed that metalinguistic performance is not a unitary
phenomenon because subjects who do well on one task do not necessarily do well on
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another (Scribner & Cole, 1981). Such findings clearly indicate that task factors must be
taken into account when appraising children's comprehension monitoring skills (Brown &
DeLoache, 1978; Birdsong, 1989).
Overall, older children are more effective than younger children at assessing and
explaining the effectiveness of a message (Kurdek & Burt, 1981). Abilities to evaluate
messages improve as ages of children increase.
The second category of research (Skow, 1994) in the area of speech communication
has identified the functions and descriptive features of children's metacommunication that
occurred naturally in every day situations. The research supports a view that metalinguistic
awareness develops concurrently with language acquisition, supported by Clark (1978) and
others observing what young children do and say in natural settings. Contrary to the
experimental evidences demonstrated by the first category of research, a large part of the
second body, using anecdotal evidences, has shown that executive control of language is
early developing. From observations of children in natural settings, spontaneous language
repairs and language play are cited as the primary evidence advocating the emergence of
some metalinguistic ability in early life. Clark's (1978) two-year-old subjects have the
capability of spontaneous self-corrections to language and judgments about language. For
example, the children asked questions about proper word choice, pronunciation, and
speech style. They commented on the speech of others, paid attention to linguistic
structure and function, and asked questions about language.
A study by Gleitman and her colleagues (Gleitman, Gleitman, & Shipley, 1972) is
one of the first to explore children's metalinguistic awareness of syntax, specifically ideas of
the function of grammar. The investigators had mothers read grammatically correct and
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incorrect passages to their 2-, 5-, and 8-year-old children. When the children were asked to
judge sentences themselves, even the youngest children were generally able to tell the
correct from the incorrect. They could not however, repair improper constructions or explain
the nature of the syntactic problem until age five.
More recently, Lindfors (1991) provided some evidences of early
metacommunication development from observations of young children's daily life such as
playing with language elements, for instance, responding to a Dr. Seuss story, making up
rhymes, or using 'yes' and 'no' in the opposite way. Jacobs (1993) reported that her
kindergarten children reflected on their thinking and strategies they employed in their
writing.
Some research indicates that at the age of entering school, children have some
metapragmatic knowledge and this knowledge becomes noticeably richer over the first few
years of formal schooling. For example, a study elicited requests from 5-8 years old children
through role playing in hypothetical classrooms and asked them to judge the appropriateness
of the requests (Wilkinson, Wilkinson, Spinelli, & Chiang, 1984). It showed that older
children produced a variety of indirect requests (e.g. “Do you have a pencil?”) than their
younger counterparts. At every age, a request was judged as appropriate more when it was
indirect than when it was direct. The researchers indicated that this finding is an evidence of
the children’s metalinguistic awareness of a pragmatic rule that favors indirectness in
requests.
Whereas research on metalinguistic awareness of syntax or communication has
focused on young children, other research concerned with reading and writing has
concentrated on children aged 5 years and upwards. An ethnographic study by Rowe (1994),
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however, found that even 3- and 4-year-olds showed metacommunicative ability when they
engaged in writing, drawing, or presentation of their work to peers in a day care center. The
preschoolers talked about plans, existence of problems, themselves as author/audience,
limitation of their abilities, and so on. The following shows an example:
Hanna is reading her book to the others at the writing table. She holds the book with
the word ‘Monday’ on the cover facing her. “This says ‘Monday’,” she says. She
realizes that the others are seeing a page with a person and a rainbow. She corrects
herself, “I mean this part doesn’t say ‘Monday’,” pointing to the rainbow page.
“This part says Mon-day.” She runs her finger under the words and draws out the
syllables as she reads (Rowe, 1994, p.140).

This excerpt demonstrates that a young child had ability to monitor her
communication and correct her previous statement in gearing communication to the
audience after recognizing the need of the audience.
Tunmer and Herriman (1984) criticized that research findings regarding children's
inability to deal with language form before middle childhood were obtained in a
disembeded or decontextualized manner, that is, as separate from the communication of
meaning. He postulated that there is, however, no question of strictly metalinguistic
ability prior to that age. These remarks seem to propose two issues. The first issue is that
metalinguistic development is domain-specific. Metacommunicative awareness of
conveying and receiving meanings precedes the other metalinguistic awareness of
language form, which is considered as late developing as communication monitoring.
The second issue, more importantly, is that metalinguistic development is task-related.
An assumption derived from the above statements is that the child may show her/his
metalinguistic abilities if a metalinguistic task is embedded in a child's action. It is not
surprising that the kind of ability required by judgments of grammaticality develops later,
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since the task 'disembeds' language from its context of use and requires reflection on
language as an entity with no real connection with the child's life (Lindfors, 1991).
Olson and Astington (1993) elaborated on the concept of the language of thinking.
They defined talking about cognition as metacognitive talk, and talking about language as
metalinguistic talk. The study found that 'think', 'know', and 'remember' are the most
frequently used metacognitive terms. The researchers argued that the terms themselves
could give learners a vocabulary for reflecting on their thoughts.
Following Bateson (1955), one of the first scholars who coined
metacommunication, the third category of research on children's metacommunication
differs from the previous two research traditions at least in two ways. First, they refer
metacommunication to pretence transformations. Specifically, they define
metacommunication as children’s reaching agreement on the nature of an activity. Along
with focusing on statements related to previous verbal behavior, they studied
identification of a subsequent behavior is how to be understood. Second, they have
examined the use and function of metacommunication in play contexts such as pretend
and sociodramatic play. These studies (Doehring, 1994; Giffin, 1990; Goncii, 1993;
Goncii & Kessel, 1988; Halliday-Scher, Urberg, & Kaplan-Estrin, 1995; McLoyd,
Thomas, & Warren, 1984) investigated how children use metacommunication in order to
attain assent to the nature of the activity, to change one kind of event into another, and to
create and sustain plays. They found that preschool and kindergarten children
metacommunicate about pretend play and in pretend play. With the metacommunicative
messages, children can propose invitations to start play, make plans for play, enact and
negotiate representations, and signal to end play.
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Verbal metacommunication in play contexts appears to be increased between two
and three years of age even though there is some evidence that children express
metacommunicative messages in social pretend play as early as 18 months of age (Goncu,
1993). Around 3 years, children begin to express explicitly a desire to engage in pretend
play by verbal statements. By examining verbal metacommunication in the pretend play of
3- and 41/2-year-old preschool dyads, seven types of verbal metacommunication were
identified (Goncu & Kessel, 1988). They are: invitations - direct proposals to join pretend
play; plans - designs to develop pretend activities during the play; transformations symbolic representations of experiences; acceptance of transformations; negotiations of
transformations; object claims - declaration of possession of play materials; and
terminations - display of losing interest in or ending the play. Another study has classified
metacommunication in sociodramatic play into seven different categories according to the
extent of which overtly they reveal the play frame including both verbal and nonverbal
components of the metacommunicative messages (Giffin, 1990). These are: enactment (e.g.
“Mommy, I did something nice for you.”); ulterior conversation (e.g. on a toy telephone,
“Now I am going to call someone else.” “Police?”); underscoring (e.g. “I am crying.”);
storytelling (e.g. a girl describes events following a fight with ‘Mother.’ “And I closed the
door... and you start to cry... and I make you some wedding ring cake.”); prompting (e.g.
“And our cups are already out.”); implicit pretend structuring (e.g. “We are monsters. We
can step in mud.); and explicit proposals to pretend (e.g. “Let’s pretend I was dead.”).
Metacommunication during play becomes increasingly multifaceted as the age of
children increases (Halliday-Scher, Urberg, & Kaplan-Estrin, 1995). That is, older children
used more verbal metacommunication than younger children did.
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In general, the findings from the last two research traditions are contrast sharply with
those of the first category of research on metacommunication, particularly about the timing
when young children use metacommunication. According to the first category of research,
ability to evaluate messages is late developing, whereas research from the last two
categories shows that children have early competence. Evaluation of messages in referential
paradigms that the first research group has investigated may require children to use a
different cognitive capacity because evaluation itself is a higher mental function.
The three different approaches to metacommunication aforementioned indicate that
metacommunication consists of multiple levels and various methods are required to examine
it properly (Clark, 1978). In conclusion, awareness of communication monitoring follows
usage of it developmentally. The monitoring aspect of metacommunication appears
around age 5 and becomes well established in middle childhood. Other
metacommunicative comments emerge earlier (Haselett, & Samter, 1997). This usage
may function as a foundation for acquiring more refined and complicated reflection on
communication as an object of thinking.

Problem Solving in Peer Collaboration
Researchers have identified two main developmental perspectives on how learning
and development may take place through social interactions between peers or between a
child and an adult. After reviewing the theories and research, a short review of other two
frameworks about social interactions follows.
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Two Developmental Approaches: Piaget and Vygotsky

The most notable approaches to collaborative problem solving are those of Piaget
and Vygotsky. Piaget’s perspective is reviewed first.
Focusing on an individual as a starting point, Piaget (1926) emphasized that children
can overcome the egocentrism of their thinking through social interactions. Working
together helps children realize that they are ignoring some dimensions of the problem.
Disagreement or expression of different perspectives, namely 'conflict' between ideas may
arise between children working together because of the unpredictability of what they do and
say, the difficulties of trying to untangle, and the simultaneity and complexity of what is
happening. In Piaget’s view, the nature and extent of differences which give rise to conflict
of ideas is a key factor in all paired work because the conflict is an evidence of
disequilibrium, which is necessary for the more developed equilibrium. Conflict between
two perspectives is intellectually productive. According to Piaget, conflicts can only be
resolved by the children’s decentering their attention on other relevant aspects of the task, by
thinking about alternatives, and by reassessing possible solutions.
Then, how can children in collaboration obtain the ability to hold two seemingly
conflicting ideas in mind simultaneously that are necessary for the solution? Discussion
between the participating children who hold different views is one way in which children
learn to decenter. Through such discussion, the children can recognize that there exists a
different perspective. This different viewpoint, however, may not be easily accommodated
into their preexisting positions to reach equilibrium. It may take time and/or efforts to
undergo the cognitive restructuring necessary for cognitive development.
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Collaboration, therefore, might be seen as a 'co-constructive' learning process in the
sense that it is likely to challenge existing ideas and taken-for-granted assumptions, and
consequently, to construct a new equilibrium cooperatively. This process, whereby a learner
is faced with other conflicting views, is called 'sociocognitive conflict'. However, “little
attention has been paid to those aspects of Piaget’s writings that deal with children’s active
involvement in their social world” (Tudge & Winterhoff, 1993, p.62). Answering the
question of which one between a child’s logical achievements and collaboration plays a first
role in children’s development, Piaget replied, “since the two types of progress proceed
together, the question cannot be answered, except to say that they constitute two
indissociable aspects of one single and same reality, simultaneously social and individual
(Piaget, 1945/1977, p. 158; Quoted from Tudge & Rogoff, 1989, p.23).
Piaget (1959) argues that the equal power relationship between peers allows for
argument and subsequent development. He emphasized the importance of peer interaction
rather than adult-child interaction where the adult is superior to the child. When simply
receiving an expert’s view, it is unlikely that the cognitive reconstruction happens.
Even though Piaget disagreed that peer interaction is associated with
unidirectional development, at the very simplest level Piaget’s theoretical framework on
social interaction may appear as shown in Figure 2.1. This figure illustrates only when
the cognitive progress is achieved successfully without reversal to a previous cognitive
status before joining in the social interaction. There are also perturbations (decalage) in
the flow. In the box there may exist a bidirection between the different perspectives and
discussions until equilibrium is gained.
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Participation in
social interaction 4_
Different perspectives between the participating children
Socio-conflict
Disequilibrium
Discussions or arguments between the children
Equilibrium
■►Cognitive advancement

Figure 2.1: A Graphic Representation of Piaget’s Framework on Cognitive
Development through Social Interaction

The task most commonly used to illustrate the effectiveness of sociocognitive
conflict in Piaget’s theory has been conservation. An individual pretest was given to
children in order to find out their status as conservers or nonconservers. Pairing the children
was contingent on their status from the pretest. Only one of the partners was a conserver to
ensure sociocognitive conflict. The children were asked to reach a joint conservation
decision - for example, whether there still are equal numbers of objects in two rows after
those in one row have been spread further apart. Subsequently, the children were post-tested
individually, to assess whether nonconservers became conservers as a consequence of socio¬
conflict. Argument between the conserver and the nonconserver generally resulted in the
nonconserver’ becoming a conserver (Murray, 1982). Delayed posttests showed that the
effects are not short-lived. When being asked, the new conservers didn’t copy their
partner’s explanation.
Vygotsky (1981) provides a rather different justification of how learning takes place
during collaboration. While Piaget emphasizes individual psychogenesis in the development
of mind, Vygotsky places value on sociogenesis in the development of mind. Speculating on
the social basis of mind, he proposed that children develop as a result of social interaction.
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The basis of development and learning is inherently a social, cultural, and communicative
process. Problem solving, therefore, should be analyzed as a culturally and historically
positioned activity. Mediation of human action by cultural artifacts was central to
Vygotsky’s account of human development. Vygotsky proposes that social interaction
promotes development through the guidance provided by people who have more skills or
information. This learning can only take place, therefore, with the help of an expert in a zone
of proximal development. As a result, the process of interaction provides both practices in
skills and access to that culture, thus utilizing the results that were acquired through the
social interaction.
Vygotsky (1978) summarized the role of social interaction and the basis for the
effective use of collaboration in a child’s cognitive development:
From the very first days of the child’s development his activities acquire a meaning
of their own in a system of social behavior and, being directed towards a definite
purpose, are refracted through the prism of the child’s environment. The path from
object to child and from child to object passes through another person. This
complex human structure is the product of a developmental process deeply rooted in
the links between individual and social history (p.30).

To illustrate how Vygotsky’s ideas shed light on some of the processes involved in
peer collaboration, researchers have done various studies. Forman and McPhail (1993)
contrasted a dynamic and descriptive approach with a traditional pretest-interventionposttest research paradigm in order to assess “the process by which children’s goals,
attitudes, and understandings were established, negotiated, and modified before and during
their collaboration” (p.225). By listening “to each other’s explanations and reflections on
their logical consistency and precision” (p.224), the partners were likely to show cognitive
growth.
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Table 2.1 summarizes comparisons between the two approaches to cognitive
development through social interactions.

Table 2.1
Comparisons between Piaget’s and Vygotsky’s Theoretical Frameworks on
Cognitive Development through Social Interactions

Piaget

Vygotsky

Origin of development

Psychogenesis

Sociogenesis

Mechanism

Sociocognitive conflict
Co-construction

Shared understanding
Collaboration

Proximal locus of
development

A previous state of lesser
knowledge

Zone of proximal
development (ZPD)

Mediation

Discussion
Child’s action on the world

Cultural artifacts including
semiotic means

Agent

Peers with equal power

Experts

Development aftermath

Equilibrium with more
knowledge
(e.g., can conserve)

Next ZPD
(e.g., can solve the problem
without assistance)

Relationship between
individual and social plane

Symmetry

More social inclination

Much of the literature (Cole & Wertsch, 1996; Tudge & WinterhofF, 1993)
suggests that the differences between the aforementioned two theoretical frameworks
have been emphasized too narrowly and oversimplifiedly meanwhile research was being
investigated under each framework. Interestingly, comparison of the two thinkers has led
different scholars to different conclusions. Bruner (1997) reached a conclusion that the
two theories are incommensurable because Piaget’s cardinal concern was ‘ the
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ontogenesis of casual explanation and its logical and empirical justification”, while on
the other hand, Vygotsky’s primary interest was “the ontogenesis of interpretation and
understanding1’ (p.72). Cole & Wertsch (1996) concluded that cultural artifacts in

Vygotsky “may be more apparently characterized as being different from, rather than
directly in conflict with, those at the center of Piaget’s project” (p.255). Duncan (1995)
expressed that the two theories are juxtaposed.
There are attempts at merging the two developmental approaches (Davydov,
1990; Quoted from Conffey, 1991; Glassman, 1994, 1995; Hatano, 1993). Instead of
taking a conflicting perspective on the two theoretical frameworks, such attempts want to
utilize the advantages of the each approach; the two theories sound different but can be
used to explain or interpret multifaceted aspects of child development because neither
accounts for every aspect of human development.
In conclusion, the development of the mind is the interweaving of the biological
development of the human body and the appropriation of the cultural/ideal/material
heritage that exists in the present to coordinate people with each other and the physical
world (Cole & Wertch, 1996). Especially in social interaction, partners must resolve
different perspectives through either argument or collaboration and arrive at a shared
understanding in order to solve a problem.

Two Other Approaches to Collaborative Problem Solving

Social cognitive theory that was influenced by Bandura (1986) also investigated
social effects on cognitive change. Unlike Piagetians or Vygotskians, they asserted that
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imitation of a model, not sociocognitive conflict or arriving at a shared understanding, is
the effective mechanism promoting change. Such change can occur in any direction,
depending upon what is observed, regardless of the validity of the information that a
model has provided. To test that imitation of a model is a critical factor, Zimmerman and
his colleagues (Rosenthal & Zimmerman, 1972) have demonstrated adverse social effects
on conservation achievement by having children observe an adult model who provided
incorrect information. The regression, however, occurred only in the presence of adult
models and was a temporary phenomenon.
Even though many studies have found that peer interactions have beneficial
consequences on cognitive advancement, in classroom application, peer interaction alone
seems insufficient to increase children’s learning. Based on discrepancies between the
experimental research paradigm employed by the developmentalists and classroom
situations, some researchers (Slavin, 1987) challenged the developmental theories by
outlining a motivational approach to collaborative learning. He argued that the
developmental theorists paid little attention to children’s motivations when they are engaged
in collaborative interactions where learning occurs. Motivationalists are more concerned
with the reward or goal structures. Extrinsic rewards to promote children’s motivation tend
to create a cooperative goal structure of peer interaction uin response to their group-mates’
task-related efforts” (Slavin, 1987, p. 1163). As he mentioned, this motivational perspective
is not incompatible to Piagetian or Vygotskian theory. Stimulated by proper motivation,
peers can and will provide a zone of proximal development to each other and will actively
engage in cognitive conflicts necessary for disequilibration, leading to cognitive growth.
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Benefits of Peer Collaboration

Current research on collaboration in an educational situation mainly deals with the
advantages and effectiveness of collaborative learning contrasted with individual learning.
Much of the empirical research has shown the academic and cognitive benefits of
collaborative problem solving especially during the elementary school years. They claim
the value of group work, amid much theoretical controversy over whether collaborative
problem solving is more conducive to learning than individual problem solving (Azmitia,
1988) and standard teacher-class teaching (Sharan, 1990).
The results of empirical research on peer collaboration are far from consistent. Some
findings are very promising (Ames & Murrary, 1982; Tudge, 1992) and other findings are
disappointing (Levin & Druyan, 1993; Tudge, 1992).
Piagetian researchers have investigated beneficial effects on cognitive development
from the peers’ different perspectives to given tasks and discussions about them, which
generate sociocognitive conflict. Results of such experimental procedures have been
impressive. After reviewing a variety of such studies, Murray (1982; 1983) concluded that
between 80 and 94% of nonconservers became conservers after having been paired with
conserving peers. The mechanism fostering development is the cognitive conflict generated
by the initial difference in perspectives. Tudge, Winterhoff, & Hogan (1996) argued that
the overall progress found in the literature might result from the artificial confounding of
competence and confidence (e.g. paring with a conserver having confident reasoning).
Unlike the speculation above, even interaction between same-level peers has
proved fruitful (Ames & Murray, 1982; Cannella, 1993). Nonconserver-dyads in a social
interaction condition had higher conservation posttest scores compared to nonconserver-
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dyads in role-playing, imitation, or control conditions (Ames & Murray, 1982). They
claimed that the conflict between children’s beliefs in the social interaction situation,
whatever the contents of those beliefs are, may be a crucial element to cognitive
development. However, there is still the counter-result that collaboration between children at
the same level led to no progress (Azmitia, 1988).
Other benefits of collaborative learning are the social and emotional development of
participating children. An extensive and detailed review (Galton & Williamson, 1992) of the
literature on group work from the USA and the UK concluded that group work does
improve children's self-esteem and motivation when they are encouraged to produce a
shared outcome or to make individual contributions to a common goal. Collaboration also
provides greater peer acceptance, exposed participants to a greater variety of strategies for
solving problems, and offers practice of social skills (Putnam, 1993).
Some research showed that children have not gained from collaborative problem
solving experiences and even worse they have regressed.
Most of the studies that had shown regression usually challenged the beneficial
consequences of sociocognitive conflict in the Piagetian paradigm. When a partner is more
competent but less confident, the effects of peer interactions are harmful. Tudge (1989)
investigated cognitive advancement of 5- to 7-year-old dyads who differed in their level
of thinking on a balance beam task. A peer’s relative degree of confidence was found to
have an effect on the cognitive change of a partner. The less advanced member of a more
convinced pair was led to progress and the more advanced member of the pair regressed
in his or her thinking as a result of socio-cognitive conflict. Both progression and
regression were stable phenomena.
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Too much difference in the ability between partners of a pair had deleterious
effects (Tudge & Rogoff, 1989), and greater social conflict evoked greater cognitive
change in regression (Levin & Druyan, 1993). However, it was suggested that there is an
optimal range of conflicts that promotes cognitive development because too few or too
many disagreements were not associated with cognitive gains (Bearison, Magzamen, &
Filardo, 1986).

Determinants to the Benefits of Collaborative Problem Solving

One of the research questions in the study of social interaction is to identify factors
that contribute to beneficial influences from social interaction. The nature of dyads, the
nature of the interaction, feedback provided by teachers, and the nature of the tasks may
account for variable results from studies of collaborative problem solving.

The Nature of Dyads

Less competent partners may profit from interaction with their more capable
counterparts. In the Piagetian research, conservers were paired with nonconservers. Some
researchers (Tudge, 1989) argued that the specific interaction that this pairing pattern
generates may have increased the likelihood of ensuring progress and limited the
probability of regression. From the Piagetian perspective, conservers are not simply more
advanced in their thinking than nonconservers, they are necessarily more certain of their
position than their nonconserving partners are (Miller, 1986). Not only competence but
also confidence seem to bring beneficial consequences.
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Within the framework of Vygotsky, social interaction with a more skillful partner
in the ZPD represents a way of understanding how children’s intellectual development
occurs. The significance of this approach has been illustrated in studies of children’s
learning by showing that children’s planning, problem-solving, and memory can be
improved when guidance is provided by more skillful partners (Rogoff, 1990).
The age of a partner is another factor to be considered. Studies of children’s
planning abilities illustrate that interactions with adults seem to be prominent among the
influences that lead children to progress in the capacities (Ellis & Siegler, 1994).
Experiences with peers and with older children can be helpful, but in general do not seem
to be as helpful as experiences with adults. This general tendency may be attributed not to
age of a partner per se but to the adults’ superiority in facilitating the development of
planning skills.

Partnership of Dyads

In addition to the consequences that the above research showed, some scholars have
been concerned with the processes of interaction because the beneficial effects do not
automatically come from working with others. Here the concept of intersubjectivity is
invoked as the mechanism relating the interaction process to the cognitive consequences of
the interaction. Joint decision or shared understanding is most promising among the factors
conducive to cognitive benefits of collaboration (Cannella, 1993; Forman & McPhail, 1993;
Tudge & Rogoff, 1989). Both Piagetian and Vygotskian approach brought consistent
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findings about the derived results from the partnership of the dyads in collaborative problem
solving.
In the Piagetian research line, dyads who participate in argument to a lesser extent or
are involved in the task relatively passively seem less likely to benefit than those who are
more actively engaged in the task (Light & Glachan, 1985). When children work in dyads,
but not as dyads, the dyads reduced to individuals working the task alone. In theses contexts
collaboration is limited and unplanned, and consequently a goal is rarely achieved. A fairly
balanced pattern of arguments between participant children seemed to contribute to
cognitive growth (Bearison, et. al, 1986).
Following the Vygotsky’s research tradition, working effectively together demands
a commonly shared definition of the task and the goal. Depending on the extent to which
dyads are engaged in shared responsibility for decision making and action during the task,
gains from collaborative work may vary. Studies (Gauvain & Rogoff, 1989; Rogoff, 1991)
examined the influence of shared responsibility for decision making on children’s planning
strategies. One of the findings is that younger children profit more from sharing task
responsibility when compared to older children. Specifically, these younger children
planned more efficient routes to look for grocery items at a model store. Focusing on
younger children, it is also revealed that not just having a partner but sharing responsibility
for planning regardless of the partner’s age related to more advanced planning and planning
effectiveness in later individual planning efforts. Benefit seems to result from engagement in
decision making with partners who have skills in the task at hand (Rogoff, 1991).
The process by which children’s initial differences in task definitions were modified
during collaboration illustrated that the children had provided a zone of proximal
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development to each other by actively participating in the collaborative problem solving
(Forman & McPhail, 1993).

Feedback

It is assumed that giving clear feedback to the dyad for their solution to a problem
may account for cognitive advance in collaboration. Despite concern that the pure
contribution of the social interaction becomes confused with effects of feedback, providing
feedback still has some value because it validates a selection among alternative perspectives
and empowers every child for the selection in the dyad (Ellis & Siegler, 1994). A study
(Tudge & et .al., 1996) revealed that the children receiving feedback improved significantly
more than the children who did not and that the presence of a partner was beneficial in no
feedback condition. Without feedback, the only children who make progress are novices
paired with relative experts. Either external support through provided feedback or internal
convincing argument made by participating children seems to function as a good strategy to
consistently win out. In addition to feedback itself, the manners in which it is delivered such
as timing, duration, and sequence may have effects on cognitive growth through social
interaction.

The Nature of the Task

A problem that attracts a problem solver is one of which s/he has the necessary
knowledge to arrive at a solution, but still poses difficulties in reaching a solution (Domino,
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1998). Piaget believes that to assess the progress of knowledge, one always needs to
consider a previous state of lesser knowledge and a future state of greater knowledge
(Piaget, 1950/1973). A certain amount of discrepancy between the task requirement and a
child’s current cognitive structure can provide the disequilibrium. If the differences are
too massive, the children cannot detect resolution. If too little, they may not attack the
problem itself. Piaget’s consideration about the state and amount of knowledge gained
through social interaction might be comparable with the term, ‘zone’ as Vygotsky uses.
The zone is defined as the distance between a child’s “actual developmental level as
determined by independent problem solving” and the “potential development as
determined through problem solving under adult guidance or in collaboration with more
capable peers” (1978, p.86). This doesn’t mean that all the tasks can be solved within the
ZPD with experts.
One difference in the same task may engender difference in research findings. For
example, the difference of the task employed in Tudge’s (1992) vs. Tudge, Winterhoff, &
Hogan (1996) is that the problems in the 1996 study were tailored to the target child in each
dyad. Specifically, the most difficult task being solvable by use of a rule is one-step above
that which the target child used during the pretest. The researchers speculated that this
difference might cause the relatively high rate at which children improve in the no-feedback
condition compared to the 1992 study.
Over the past two decades, a good deal of research has focused on peer collaborative
problem solving and its effects on the child’s cognitive development. There are still many
issues that need study and resolution.

v
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Metacommunication and Problem Solving
As being reviewed, many studies of the various aspects of children's
metacommunication or collaborative problem solving have been conducted in the area of
education and psychology. However, there has been little interest shown in the question of
what kinds of talk about talk between children are useful for a collaborative problem solving
or an interactive instruction situation when communication failures arise. This section
reviews research on roles of metacognitive strategies in problem solving. Relationships
between metacommunication and collaborative problem solving can be inferred from the
review.
Current research on problem solving continues to attempt to determine factors, or a
combination of factors, which influence the efficacy of problem solving behaviors. Scholars
agree that metacognition is a promising factor related to problem solving (Davidson &
Sternberg, 1998; Harmon, 1993; Nickerson, 1994).
Swanson (1990) evaluated the influences of aptitude and metacognitive awareness
on problem solving abilities of 4th and 5th grade children. He divided the children into 4
groups in terms of their metacognitive awareness and aptitude. Based on the finding that
children with high metacognitive knowledge and low aptitude outperformed those with high
aptitude and low metacognitive knowledge, he concluded that high metacognitive
knowledge could compensate for low overall ability by providing certain knowledge about
cognition. He also found that, regardless of aptitude, children with more metacognitive
knowledge employed more advanced strategies (e.g., hypothetical-deductive, and evaluation
strategy) in problem solving and took fewer steps to solve the problems.
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Another investigation (Lehrer & Littlefield, 1993) was conducted on the role of
metacognition along with the other cognitive components such as memory and
representation in acquiring and transferring Logo programming skills to related but nonLogo contexts with 2nd graders. Metacognition was defined as overseeing solutions and
detecting errors in Logo programs, which require an explicit awareness of the nature of
the error(s) and may induce the monitoring of one's comprehension. In order to assess
debugging skills, the children were provided eight bugged LogoWriter programs and
their task was to identify and correct the error(s). From the finding that the debugging
skill directly contributed to Logo programming, the researchers concluded that
metacognition was one of the components that influenced performance on Logo.
Verbalization during problem solving seems to be conducive to improve
performance. Having a student explain what s/he is doing when solving a problem requires a
student to produce metacognitive statements about his or her own problem solving which
results “in more flexible approaches to problem solving and the use of more complex and
effective strategies” (Dominowski, 1998, p.37). What is critical here is not merely having
students monitor what they are doing, but also having them provide an explanation for what
they are doing (Dunlosky, 1998).
King (1991) questioned whether the employment of strategic questioning in peer
interaction had an effect on computer-assisted problem solving processes and outcomes.
Specific strategic questions such as “What are we trying to do here?”, “What information is
given to us?” and “What worked?” were devised to promote to identify/redefine the
problem, to facilitate the access to prior knowledge or to help consider a variety of options.
These questions were taught to an experimental group to guide students questioning.
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Training in such strategic questioning significantly influenced the students’ performance in
problem solving and facilitated transfer of the training to novel situations. She argued that
asking for and receiving such explanations from each other encourage reflective thinking
and elicit elaborate explanations of the problem solving process that, in turn, enhances
problem solving performance.
More recent research (King & Rosenshine, 1993) investigates effects of using
guided questioning strategy on the coconstruction of shared-knowledge within dyads. They
found that the questions on integrating ideas or information like “How are mollusks and
starfish similar?” facilitate the reconceptualization of existing information.
The researchers concluded that asking and answering strategic questions may
prompt problem-solving success by controlling the content of the interaction between
partners, specifically by inducing task-appropriate, effective questioning and response.
Verbalization or think-aloud during individual problem solving, or
employing/responding strategic questions in collaborative problem solving seems to be an
important factor to successful problem solving. Based on the research findings, it may be
assumed that metacommunication plays a role in collaborative problem solving through peer
interaction, because metacommunication serves both to display the degree of understanding
of the problem content that children communicate about with each other and to manage
communication to solve the problem together.
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CHAPTER IE
METHODOLOGY

The present study investigates the role of metacommunication in children's
collaborative problem solving processes evoked by a robot game that involves a goal of
knocking over a tower or picking up a block and dropping it. The robot game provides a
collaborative task suitable for verbal communication and instruction within a dyad.
This chapter describes the research method1 employed, the subjects who
participated, the raw data collected, and the presentation of data analyses. It discusses
intercoder reliability and limitation of the study.

Subjects
The subjects are 10 kindergartners (mean age 5:5) and 12 first-second graders
(mean age 6:7) as shown in Table 3.1. The children were selected from kindergarten and
first-second grade classes in an elementary school affiliated to a university. Their
teachers on the basis of gender and friendship did pairings. All the parings consisted of
same gender. The children acknowledged that they are good friends. From 4 and 6 years
of age, children naturally recognize the activity of others as a source for advancing their
own performance (Atkinson & Green, 1990). This was the basis for selecting 5- and 6year-old subjects for the study.

1 Refer to Lee (1992) for further information on the research design because the
present study is a secondary analysis of the videotapes that she had made. Only aspects of
the method and procedure relevant to the present study were described here.

*
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Table 3.1
Grade, Mean Age, and Gender of the Subjects

Grade

Mean Age (Range)

Gender
F(dyad) M(dyad)

Total (dyad)

K

5:5 (5:3-6:1)

4(2)

6(3)

10

(5)

lst-2nd

6:7 (6:4-7:0)

6(3)

6(3)

12

(6)

10(5) 12(6)

22

(11)

Total

Design of the Study

Materials

A battery-operated robot was built out of a Milton-Bradley ROBOTIX™ kit (See
Lee, 1992, p.39). The robot has five motors wired to five corresponding buttons; two for the
wheels and three for the limbs on top of the wheels; the robot's WHEELs go
forwards/backwards, its WAIST turns horizontally, its ELBOW moves up/down vertically,
and its HAND opens/closes. Each button has two positions, which are called "Button
halves" in order to reverse the direction of the corresponding motor. The buttons are arrayed
differently across sessions; therefore, children need to figure out which button is related to
which movement of the robot for every session. This can eliminate an effect of learning
from the preceding session which children participated in. Pressing two buttons for the same
direction (two button halves) makes the robot go forward. Pressing two buttons for the
opposite direction makes the robot turn. This turn is called "power turn" because the robot
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turns faster and tighter than when pressing only one wheel button. A colored wooden block
tower that was positioned about 20 inches away from the robot was a target to be knocked
over with the robot in Session 1 and 2. The tower can be knocked over by either moving the
WHEELS while keeping the top parts stationary or by moving the top part (WAIST,
ELBOW, or HAND) while keeping the WHEELs immobile. There is a third possibility to
knock over the tower, which is to move the Wheels and the top part together. A small white
tin can on top of blocks was a target to be picked up in Session 3.

Procedure

The participating children were asked to play a game with the robot, which was a
collaborative task that requires two children: Operator and Witness. A dyad cannot see each
other because there is a screen between them. The Operator (O) with the console comprised
of five buttons cannot see the robot, but does control it by pressing the buttons. The Witness
(W) can see the robot that the O controls and the tower that is a target. The W does not have
access to the buttons, but can give instructions to the O. Figure 3.1 represents the schematic
drawing of the robot game. The button configuration is changed across the sessions.
Each dyad participated in three sessions. During one session, each child played both
roles, thus having two rounds per session. They also served in a role alternatively as shown
in Table 3.2. This alternation applies to every dyad. The goal of the game changed
throughout the three sessions, requiring a little more difficult manipulation (See Lee, 1992,
P-42).
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Console

Operator

Figure 3.1: Schematic drawing of the Robot Game

Table 3.2
Assignment of the Participants to the Roles in the Sessions
Role
Operator
Witness

Session 1
Round 1
Round 2
BL
CL*5
BL

CL

Session 2
Round 1
Round 2
BL
CL
CL

BL

Session 3
Round 1
Round 2
CL
BL
BL

CL

Key: a) First two letters of a child’s name

Only in Session

l, a female experimenter demonstrated the operation of the robot

with covering the console to the participating children between the free play period and the
real game. The purposes of this demonstration are: 1) to present that the robot can actually
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achieve the goal, 2) to introduce that there is more than one way to knock over the tower by
switching buttons, and 3) to show different movements of the robot.
The sessions started with the experimenter's saying, "I want both of you to play with
the robot for a while and see how it works." Excepting that Session 1 included
demonstration, each session consisted of free play period of 4 to 6 minutes and game, lasting
20 to 35 minutes.

Data Analyses

Transcript

The videotapes of collaborative problem solving process including verbal
interactions, as well as the gestures, other contextual cues, and the information on movement
of the robot were transcribed for each dyad. Among 66 rounds (11 dyads * 2rounds *
3 sessions) of videotapes, only 6 existent transcripts were used from Lee’s (1992) data and
60 rounds were newly transcribed.

Coding

Coding systems for metacommunication and movement of the robot were
developed through two ways: 1) by referring to previous studies (Bennett & Cass, 1987;
Moley, Hart, Leal, Santulli, Rao, Johnson, & Hamilton, 1992; Skow, 1994); and 2) by
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repeated and close reading of transcripts2. The second technique, in particular, derives the
categories that are grounded in the data from the transcripts.

Metacommunicative talk

A situation where either W or O verbalized a metacommunicative statement (MC)
was proposed as a metacommunication unit. Table 3.3 shows the coding keys,
descriptions, and examples of categories of metacommunication.

Table 3.3
Categories, Coding Keys and Examples of Metacommunication

Category

Subcategory

Informative

Conveyance of a future instruction

(Coding Key)

Example

(CFI)

Button

(CFI-B)

W: “Press ...I’ll tell you if you ’re pressing
the right button, Okay?” a)

Direction

(CFI-D)

W: “Just make it go forwards. I’ll tell you
if it’s going forward. ”

General

(CFI-G)

W: "I'll tell you"

Timing

(CFI-T)

0: "Tell me when to stop."
0: “Keep on going. I am going to say
stop. ”

Correction of a previous statement

(CP)

W: “1 mean forward.”

Emphasis of a previous statement

(EP)

W: “I said STOP!”

Feedback about a previous statement

(FB)

W: "No, I didn't say that."

Key:a)Italicized words display a metacommunicative talk

(Continued next page)

2 This may be called ‘focused conversation analysis’ because the conversational
analysis was originally defined as repeated and close analysis of detailed transcripts of
ordinary interactions (Schegloff, 1991).
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Table 3.3 (Continued)
Expatiation of a previous statement

(E).

Self-prompted Expatiation

(SPE)

W: "Turn this way, to the TV way.”
0: Which way should I go? Straight or
sideways, or what?”

0: “Which button? First, second, third,
fourth, fifth?”

Other-prompted Expatiation

Metalinguistic references to word
Definitions and grammatical forms

(OPE)

(MLR)

W: "No, the other way, the way to,
ummm ”
0: "The wall?"
W: "Do you know what I said?”
0:"I know what ‘up ’ means”

Request for clarification

(RC)

0: "Which way? Say again.”
W: “Go.”
0: "You mean forward7"
W: "Now turn."
0: "Turn?"

Rephrase of a previous statement

(RP)

W: “7 said, “go, ” then press one button,
then when I say, “go, ” then press
another.”

Repeats of other's statements

(RS)

W: "She said 1 am not allowed to touch
the Robot."

Regulative

Regulation of other's communication

(REG)

W or 0:" Wait a minute."

Integrative

Connection of previous statements to
present communication

(INT)

W or 0: "The part that we said
smooched."

One point was given to metacommunicative talk whenever either O or W
employed it. Metacommunication unrelated to the tasks or unfinished
metacommunication was excluded in the coding. The following show
metacommunication inapplicable to the task in Protocol 3.1 or started but unfinished in
Protocol 3.2, respectively.
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Protocol 3.1: Metacommunication irrelevant to the task (CLBLa) 3-lb), 15:04c))
O
O
Ed)
W
E
W
E

(very low) “Why isn’t the other lady here?”
“Why isn’t the other lady here?”
“Urn?”
“Why the other lady isn’t here?”
“I didn’t hear you.”
“Why, he said, “Why isn't the other lady here?" e)

“Well, she is, she is doing something else. She is busy.”

Key:a) First two letters of the dyad’s name
b) Session-Round
c) Time when the incident happened
d) Experimenter
e') In all the protocols, Italicized words display a metacommunicative talk

Protocol 3.2: Incomplete metacommunication (DYJA 3-2, 12:42)
/

O
W
O
W
O

RB
“NO, FRONTWARDS.”
LF/RF “Ooooh (making sound effects).”
“No, I mean only the...”
Rs

Movement of the Robot

Movements of the robot (RM) produced as results of metacommunicative
exchange within a metacommunicative unit were measured. There are five possible
categories of robot movements as Table 3.4 shows. Frequencies of RM were determined
for each category of the robot movement. Out of the five categories, two categories, RM
+ and RM - were used for the analysis.
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Table 3 .4
Descriptions of Movement of the Robot

Movement of the Robot

Description

RM +

Proper to an instruction after metacommunicative talks

RM -

Improper to an instruction after metacommunicative talks

RM 0->

Inactive during exchange of communication that may be an
instruction or a metacommunicative talk

RM 0

Neutral to an instruction after metacommunicative talks even
after communication finishes or picks up a different topic, the
robot stays in its place

RM t

A test movement because O doesn’t know how to move the
robot after a metacommunicative talk

jVWlWUWUWWWllVWtfWWVVlIVWWW/VWWWVV\\Wrt^ViVM^^

Robot Acts

Robot acts were coded as seen in Table 3.5. Table 3.5 also presents parts of the
robot, coding keys and descriptions of robot acts.

Table 3.5
Part, Coding Keys and Descriptions of Robot acts

,

----- -

Part of the Robot
Wheel

--------

Coding Key

'

Robot acts

LF

Robot left wheel turns forward

LB

Robot left wheel turns backward

RF

Robot right wheel turns forward

RB

Robot right wheel turns backward
(Continued next page)
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Table 3.5 (Continued)
..^.nnAUW

RF/LF

Wc

Robot straight forward (Both right and left wheels
move forward at the same time)
Robot straight backward (Both right and left wheels
move backward at the same time)
Waist turns clockwise

Wcc

Waist turns counterclockwise

EUP

Elbow moves up

EDN

Elbow moves down

RB/LB
Waist

Elbow

Hand

Robot

HO

Hand opens

HC

Hand closes

a

Away from the target

t

Toward the target

Intercoder Reliability

The same technique that Lee (1992) used was employed to obtain the intercoder
reliability. Since metacommunication was counted whenever it happened, it was not
possible to have a fixed total number. The formula is in the following:

2 x number that coincides
total # by the first coder + total # by the second coder

The intercoder reliability for metacommunication ranges from 67 % to 100 %, depending
on the subcategories of metacommunication. The mean of the intercoder reliability is
93.1 %. The lowest percent was obtained due to one (x 2) coincided among three tallied
in total in the category of‘Regulation of other’s communication’.
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Quantitative Analysis

The three hypotheses of this study were tested. For Hypothesis 1, at each round of
the session metacommunication (MC) scores of dyads were ranked and divided into a High
MC group and a Low MC group. The x tests were performed at each round of the session
to detect whether there is a difference between RM + and RM - in the two MC groups. For
Hypothesis 2, percentages of the MC talks of Os and Ws were contrasted at each round of
the session with a graph. For Hypothesis 3, dyad’s MC scores were compared over the
sessions with a graph. Since scale of the data is nominal collected using small size of the
sample with repeated measures, any statistical analysis was not applied to test Hypothesis 2
and 3.

Qualitative Analysis

The data collected have a qualitative and descriptive attribute in nature. The
qualitative data analysis of the videotapes and the transcripts answered the theoretical
questions raised in Chapter I such as how, when, and how often metacommunication
leads to problem solving; And for what reasons the children employ metacommunication.
The benefits the children get by utilizing metacommunication were also shown.
Microgenetic analysis (Wertsch and Hickman, 1987) was applied to analyze the profits
from metacommunication over the sessions.
These findings from both analyses are presented in the following chapter.
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Limitation of the Study
Limitation of this study is addressed in terms of method of data collection, sampling
and coding techniques.
The participating children could be engaged in collaborative problem solving more
naturally with the robot game than an experiment. The robot has stimulated the children to
take part in the collaborative problem environment without force. Some children however,
seemed to lose interest in the task when it took long. Primarily, insufficient engagement in
collaboration between members of a dyad may cause time delay. In addition to that, tangled
wires during the game and inefficient operation of the robot may be other possible reasons.
In order to fix this technical limitation, a remote controlled robot is preferable. To sustain
children’s interests at enough level to perform a task, it is required to investigate
metacommunication and collaborative learning processes that occur in classrooms.
An inherent restraint of this study was the sample size. Data analysis with a larger
size of sample could have employed parametric statistical methods more effectively. A
quantitative analysis of this study has provided an effort to understand the complexities of
young children’s metacommunicative processes and problem solving behavior. In
supplement of the quantitative analysis, a qualitative part of this study has furnished a more
detailed account of the complicated cognitive processes and behavior.
With guidance of some previous studies or general frameworks, the coding
techniques of this study were mainly developed from the repeated reading of the transcripts.
The coding system needs to be validated in other studies, however the coding system here
may serve as a ‘grounded theory’ that can generate a ‘substantive theory’ later.
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CHAPTER IV
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this chapter, the results of the analyses are presented in two sections, followed
by the discussion of the results. The two sections are findings of quantitative analysis and
presentations of qualitative analysis.
Before presenting results of quantitative analysis, metacommunication ability
scores and overall success/failure are displayed in Table 4.1. The overall success/failure
of the task were defined as achievement of the goal described in Chapter 3.

Table 4.1
The Metacommunication Scores and Overall Task Success/Failure

AGE

SEX

DYAD

SESSION

ROUND 1 (MC)a)

5

M

JODA

1
2
3

F
F

(34)
(21)
( 8)

p

ROUND2 (MC)
~~S^r~
F
F

(TOTMC)b)

TIME

(19)
(24)
( 5)

(53)
(45)
(13)

27:00
20:00
27:30

5

M

JUTO

1
2
3

F
F
F

(48)
( 7)
( 8)

F
F
F

(25)
( 4)
( 7)

(73)
(ID
(15)

33:00
21:20
22:30

5

M

CLBL

1
2
3

F
F
F

(21)
(24)
( 2)

F
F
F

(39)
( 5)
( 4)

(60)
(29)
( 6)

31:00
26:50
20:50

5

F

CHLE

1
2
3

S
S
F

(16)
(29)
( 9)

S
S
F

(38)
(16)
(10)

(54)
(45)
(19)

27:00
27:00
28:00

5

F

AMNE

1
2
3

F
F
F

(17)
(11)
( 1)

F
F
F

(12)
( 4)
( 8)

(29)
(15)
( 9)

26:40
21:18
18:30

7

M

DYJA

1
2
3

S
S

( 0)
(10)
(11)

S
S

( 8)
(22)
( 3)

( 8)
(32)
(14)

8:00
14:20
5:20

s

s

(Continued next page)
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Table 4.1 (Continued)
MMMAMVIAMWUWM.

7

M

ADLIJ

1
2
3

s
s
s

(13)
(12)
(36)

s
s
s

(12)
(15)
(10)

(25)
(27)
(46)

19:00
23:45
28:40

7

M

JOTR

1
2
3

s
s

(31)
(16)
(14)

s
F
F

(20)
( 6)
(8)

(51)
(22)
(22)

28:00
29:30
21:30

S

( 3)

15:00
9:40
23:40

7

7

7

F

F

F

ANMA

TAWI

THCA

F

s
s

1
2
3

F

( 6)
( 1)
(13)

1
2
3

F
F
F

1
2
3

S
F
F

F

( 8)

( 9)
(12)
(21)

(25)
( 7)
(19)

F

( 6)
(14)
( 7)

(31)
(21)
(26)

18:10
12:40
22:00

(27)
( 8)
( 3)

s

(12)
( 7)
(11)

(39)
(15)
(14)

24:00
25:40
25:20

s

S

s
F
F

(ID

WWVVWWWWWWVtfWWVWWwvwyvwvwwvwwwwwwvwwwvwvwwwtw

Key: a) Metacommunication score
b) Total metacommunication score of the session
c) Failure
d) Success

Relationships of Metacommunicative Talk with the Movement of the Robot
The first hypothesis is that metacommunicative (MC) talks in a dyad will be
positively correlated with the proper movements of the robot. After ranking MC scores of
11 dyads at each round of each session, the dyads were classified into a High (Hi) MC group
or a Low (Lo) MC group. Since the MC groups were defined at each round, it is expected
that a dyad would be arranged to a different ability group, depending on the dyad’s MC
scores at the rounds. Chi-square tests were applied to answer whether there are differences
between proper robot movements in the two MC groups.
A x2 test was conducted for the hypothesis at the first Round of the first
Session (Session 1-1). The result of the test is in Table 4.2.
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Table 4.2 indicates that the obtained x2 value doesn’t exceed the critical value of
X 2. As shown in Table 4.4, the x2 test for Session 2-1 produced the same results as
Session 1-1. This means that in Session 2-1, the computed x2 value is not large enough to
exceed the critical value of %2, either. At this moment, it is expected to interpret the
results from the %2 tests. Until %2 tests show findings for the other sessions, interpretation
will be withhold.
In the second Round of the two Sessions, the x2 tests yielded interesting results. The
relevant data appear in Table 4.3 for Session 1-2 and Table 4.5 for Session 2-2. Although in
Session 2-2, the resulting %2 value doesn’t exceed the critical value of x2, it was shown that
the x values of observed frequency increased over those in Session 1-1 and Session 2-1.
In Session 1-2, the obtained %2 value is significant enough to exceed the critical value (x2 =
3.8, p<0.1). These findings show that the Hi MC group performs better in moving the robot
consistently and also moves the robot more inconsistently with instructions than the Lo MC
group in the second round of each game. It appears that metacommunicative strategy plays a
more significant role in the later rounds where the children have the advantage of
operational experience gained in the first round. In other words, the O becomes the W in the
second round and appreciates the need for metacommunication because the W remembers
the lack of it when the W was the O. The finding that the Hi MC group moved the robot
more improperly (RM -) than the Lo MC group also need to be mentioned. Because many
RM - are strategies that the children employed in the process of finding a proper movement
of the robot, RM - maybe considered as a valuable movement. Relevant incidents are
presented in Protocol 4.4 (p.60) and Protocol 4.5 (p.61).
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Table 4.2
The Movement of the Robot by Metacommunication Capacity in Session 1-1

Metacommunication
Capacity

Proper Movement
of the Robot

Improper Movement
of the Robot

Total

High

57“’
(55.3) b>

46
(47.7)

103

Low

16
(17.7)

17
(15.3)

33

x2 = 0.47, df = 1 (Critical Value = 2.71), P> 0.10

Key:a) Observed frequency
b) Expected frequency

Table 4.3
The Movement of the Robot by Metacommunication Capacity in Session 1-2

Metacommunication
Capacity

Proper Movement
of the Robot

Improper Movement
of the Robot

Total

High

55 “r
(46.2) b)

31
(39.8)

86

Low

25
(23.6)

19
(20.4)

44

X2 = 3.8 *, df = 1 (Critical Value: = 2.71), P*< 0.10
wwwwwwwvww

Key:a) Observed frequency
b) Expected frequency
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Table 4.4
The Movement of the Robot by Metacommunication Capacity in Session 2-1

Metacommunication
Capacity

Proper Movement
of the Robot

Improper Movement
of the Robot

Total

High

31 a)
(29.7) b>

19
(20.3)

50

Low

23
(24.3)

18
(16.7)

41

x2 = 0.31, df= 1 (Critical Value = 2.71), P> 0.10
Key:a) Observed frequency
b) Expected frequency

Table 4.5
The Movement of the Robot by Metacommunication Capacity in Session 2-2

Metacommunication
Capacity

Proper Movement
of the Robot

Improper Movement
of the Robot

Total

High

27 *’
(30.9) b)

25
(21.1)

52

Low

12
(13.6)

11
(9.4)

23

x2 = 1.67, df= 1 (Critical Value = 2.71), P> 0.10
Key:a) Observed frequency
b) Expected frequency

The x2 tests done for Session 3-1 and 3-2 produced the significant results. The
relevant data appear in Table 4.6 (x2 = 12.42, p<0.05) and Table 4.7 (x2 = 8.01, p<0.05),
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favoring the Lo MC group. Specifically, the Hi MC group moved the robot less properly
and more improperly than the Lo MC group. Compared the results above, it seems
implausible to explain this result. One possible reason to ensue this finding is that Session 3
was deteriorated due to lack of task knowledge (Lee, 1992).

Table 4.6
The Movement of the Robot by Metacommunication Capacity in Session 3-1

Metacommunication
Capacity

Proper Movement
of the Robot

Improper Movement
of the Robot

Total

High

2 5 a)
(46.6) b>

34
(27.9)

59

Low

12
(14.2)

6
(8.5)

18

X2= 12.42 **, df = 1 (Critical Value = 3.84), P**< 0.05
Key:a) Observed frequency
b) Expected frequency

Table 4.7
The Movement of the Robot by Metacommunication Capacity in Session 3-2

Metacommunication
Capacity

Proper Movement
of the Robot

Improper Movement
of the Robot

Total

High

14 *>
(26.1) b)

19
(15.6)

33

Low

19
(22.9)

10
(13.7)

29

I2 = 8.01 **, df = 1 (Critical Value = 3.84), P **< 0.05

Key:a) Observed frequency
b) Expected frequency
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When putting all the findings together, therefore, it may be reasonable that the first
hypothesis about the relationship between metacommunicative ability and the proper
movement was not accepted even though a significant relationship was found in Session 12.
There might be several conceivable explanations for these rather complicated
finding about relationships between metacommunication and the movement of the robot.
The young children in this study used metacommunication as a repair mechanism when
communications fail or as a different tool to solve the problem. The quality of those
interactions, however might not be at high enough level to be connected to the product of
collaborative problem solving until more task knowledge is acquired. Along with the
appropriate task knowledge, metacommunication appears to function more effectively.
These findings suggest that a teacher’s role include prompting for effective usage of
metacommunication and facilitating children’s ability to use metacommunication to be
linked to actual problem solving.
Vygotsky’s (1978) proposition that high mental functions like language and
problem solving skills as determined through social interactions with adults or in
collaboration with more capable peers may account for the findings of the present study.
While the Witness (W) possesses information on the robot and the target of the task, the
Operator (O) holds the control box with the buttons. In this sense, both have expertise in
the areas where they have information. On the other hand, both members of the dyad are
initially novices in operational knowledge of the buttons. They didn’t benefit much from
each other concerning button knowledge in the beginning of the game. Actually they
were expected to strengthen knowledge on the buttons through their collaboration during
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the games. Because the buttons were changed in every session, the operational knowledge
that children had learned in previous sessions didn’t have an effect on the games in next
sessions even though they might remember the buttons. Along with knowledge gained in the
first part of a round or in the first rounds, however they showed differences later in the same
round or in the later rounds of the games.
In the robot game, task success or failure seems to rely not only on unambiguous
message exchanges between partners but also on their button knowledge. Despite
acquisition of the correct notion about which part of the robot to move or which way to
go after metacommunicative talk, they still lack of the necessary button knowledge.
Consequently, they can’t move the robot properly as seen in the following excerpt.
Protocol 4-1 shows that how metacommunicative processes lead to an adequate and
specific instruction but the robot still doesn’t move consistently with the final instruction.
The lack of metacommunicative effect on the movement of the robot therefore may be
attributed to the dyad’s inadequate knowledge of the buttons.

Protocol 4.1: Gain of an obvious instruction through metacommunication but improper
movement of the robot to the instruction (JUTO 1-1, 13:14)
(1) W
(2) 0
(3) W
(4) 0
(5) W
(6) O
(7) W
(8) 0
(9) W
(10)

"Now move."
"Move what?"c)

"Move the, the, move the robot."
"Move what part of the robot ? "

"Move the wheels (making a circle with a finger), that's what."
"But what direction?"

"Forward (gesturing)."
ED
“Great (sarcastic). Now put up.”
O R churns

<RMa)->

Key: a) Movement of the robot
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The O detected the incompleteness of the instructions and also located the problems
of the instructions that the W formulated in (1), (3) and (5). Without assuming that he
understood the meaning of the W’s instructions, the O requested clarification three times in
(2), (4), and (6) from the W, who had more information on the robot. In (7), the O finally
learned all the necessary information that the W could provide. However, this pair failed to
move the robot in the right direction in (8) because the O didn't have sufficient button
knowledge to perform the instruction properly or the W didn’t have, either. This movement
was inconsistent with both W’s intention and O’s understanding of the final instruction.
This is in accordance with a finding from Allwood’s (1990) study. In the study,
when the students lacked adequate knowledge of what is being taught, requiring the
justification of a choice of solution method during problem solving was not helpful to the
correctness of the choice. As the Berry and Broadbent (1984, 1987) argued,
metacognitive processing might be effective only when preceded by a sufficient amount
of initial instruction that explains why recommended problem-solving methods are
effective.
In Protocol 4.1, the timing when the O stopped asking clarification is also
noticeable. This indicates that he continued monitoring their communication processes,
figuring out when to stop verbal requests and when to act on the instruction (8). This W
formulated a different instruction after watching the O moved the robot inconsistently with
his instruction. This dyad, therefore seems to lose a chance to execute the unambiguous
instruction obtained through metacommunication. Protocol 4.4 below (p.60), however
shows a dyad attempted to move the robot consistently with an obvious instruction resulted
from metacommunication, and finally moved the robot properly.
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Children themselves expressed that they had trouble identifying the most
informative feature of the task. Protocol 4.2 indicates that the O was frustrated with the
inability to move the robot appropriately due to lack of information on a proper button
and the necessity to obtain the knowledge. In (3), the O declared that he grasped W’s
instruction and ascribed the failure to being unaware of which button(s) to activate.

Protocol 4.2: Expression of lacking task knowledge (JUTO 3-1, 9:34)
(1) 0 “Okay, now, then (m)”
ED
(2) W “Then (m) (putting E up) that high. Ha ha.”
(3) 0 “I can’t, I wanna see you, you, move, I wanna see the robot. Then I will know
which way to turn it. I don’t think I don’t understand. I don’t know which
buttons.”

Protocol 4.3 illustrates quite a contrasting example of how the O’s proper task
knowledge effects the problem solving in the same dyad of Protocol 4.1. The W didn’t
formulate an obvious instruction by using ‘this’ instead of specifying the part of the robot
in (1). The O’s request to clarify the ambiguous message in (2) challenges the W to
explore communication and to stretch his own words. Even though he couldn’t identify
the part that he intended to state, the W’s ability to depict it gave a clue that the O could
label it suitably in (3). At last they could attain an accord with the part. With this shared
understanding, the O executed the instruction, which results in a successful movement of
the robot. Both metacommunicative exchanges and appropriate task knowledge
contributed to problem solving as seen in Protocol 4.3.
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Protocol 4.3: Gain of an obvious instruction through metacommunication and proper
movement of the robot to the instruction (JUTO 1-1, 15:26)
(1) W
(2) O
(3) W
(4) O
(5) W
(6) 0
(7) W
(8) 0

"Okay, put this up (gesturing)."
" What's up ? The what part of the robot? "
"Ummm, not the wheel, but the thing that you can knock over the tower."
"The clipper?"
"Ya."
"Okay."
"Put it up."
"Okay." E U
<RM+>

The following two incidents in Protocol 4.4 illustrates how robot ‘movement
trial’ strategy functions to aid in problem solving after metacommunicative exchanges.

Protocol 4.4: Gain of an obvious instruction through metacommunication,
a movement trial, and a proper movement (CHLE 1-2, 1:53)
(1) W
(2) O
(3) W
(4) 0
(5) W
(6) 0
(7) W
(8) 0
(9) W

"Stop! (R s) Now bring the thing forwards."
" What do you mean ? The robot? I can't... You can't touch..."
"No, the thing that twitched our fingers."
"OhUhat!"
"(m) forwards, up and then forwards (gesturing for each direction)." <Because the
Hand of robot is flipped backwards and away form the tower>
ED
<RM->
"Oh, that's dow~n!"
"This way?" EU
<RM+>
"Yeah, that way!"

‘The thing’ in (1), the W’s first instruction was ambiguous. In (2), the O requested
to clarify the ambiguous instruction with a suggestion, ‘the robot’. Replying to this
request and the suggestion, in (3) the W described the part that she meant. That added
information helped the O move the Elbow down in (6), which is opposite to the W’s
intention. At least, this O knew the button corresponding to the Elbow movements, even
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though she didn’t understand which button half is for ‘up’. After one trial in (6) and with
W’s description about this trial in (7), the O eventually could find the relevant button and
move the robot properly in (8). This incident illustrates that the combination of correct
information through metacommunication and corresponding task knowledge gained from
one movement trial leads to proper movement of the robot, even without immediately
preceding metacommunicative exchanges.
While Protocol 4.4 illustrates that the proper movement was carried on after one
trial with partial knowledge, Protocol 4.5 shows that a dyad used a-trial-error strategy
four times to search for an appropriate movement after a metacommunicative talk. The
first RM - in (2) done after the W’s Self-prompted Expatiation in (1) has some value to
provide an environment where the W described what happened to the robot or the first
movement was inconsistent with the W’s intention. After four trials, the O finally hit a
right one in (10). Without the previous metacommunication, they might not have found
one. Even if they can find one without metacommunication, it will be more time
consuming or be more costly.

Protocol 4.5: Formulation of an obvious instruction using metacommunication,
movement trials, and a proper movement (ANMA 3-1, 7:30-8:00)

(1) W “Turn it the opposite side from me... toward the TV. Turn it.”
<the first RM ->
(2) 0 H C
(3) W “No, no, that’s closing it.”
“Hmmm, let me try other buttons.”
“Nope.”
R churns
“Nope.”
(8)0 “Which one?”
(9) W “I don’t know what button.”
LFcc, R s
“Is that it?”
(10) O
“Yup, keep going.”
(11) W

(4) 0
(5) W
(6) 0
(?) W

RB a little

<the second trial>
<the third trial>

<the fourth trial>
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(12)
(13)

O
W

LF cc
“Okay, stop. (R s) Now go frontward.”

Children’s insufficient expression skills provide another explanation for this
result. Regardless of how well a person uses metacommunication, there is no guarantee
that others in an interaction situation will respond positively to comments or be willing to
pursue them to reach a better understanding of interaction processes (Rossiter, 1974).
After a partner requests clarification of the meaning of what was said, a child understands
that there is a breach between what s/he wanted to communicate and what the partner
understood. Despite possession of information on the robot and realization of the
partner’s need, W’s poor communication skills seriously curtail the proper movement of
the robot potential in this peer collaborative environment. This is also true in other
expert-novice peer collaboration (Ellis & Rogoff, 1986). It is thought that expressing the
information explicitly is another ability.
Take Protocol 4.6 as an example. The meaning of‘This way’ in (3) is different
from that of ‘this way’ in (7). While the ‘this way’ in (3) was accompanied by just
pointing the clipper, the ‘this way’ in (7) went with gesturing clockwise toward the target.
In other words, the W’s non-verbal communication that was supplemented to ‘this way’
was getting elaborated instead of verbal communication after being asked to clarify by
the O. The combination of the O’s necessity to understand ‘this way’ and the W’s
incompetence to represent his intention induces O to commit violation of a game rule in

(8).
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Protocol 4.6: Lack of oral proficiency (JUTO 1-1, 21:59)
(1) W
(2) O
(3) W
(4) O
(5) W
(6) O
(7) W
(8) O

"Move the clippers."
"I hope it knocks down this time when I move the clippers." W cc
"/ didn't mean this way (pointing to clipper)."
R stops.
"Backward."
" What way?"
"This way, move the clippers this way (pointing clockwise toward tower)."
"This way (pointing to the tower across the curtain)?"

Actually in real situations excluding telephoning where the speakers cannot see
each other, motions are reliable complements to a deficit of verbal proficiencies and a
trusty repair device for communication failure. They are efficient tools to promote
communication comprehension.

Operators versus Witnesses in Metacommunication Practices
The second hypothesis is that Operators (Os) will show more metacommunicative
output than Witnesses (Ws) will. The total scores show that the Os use
metacommunication more than the Ws do overall. The relevant data appear in Table 4.8.

Table 4.8
Metacommunicative Output by the Role in the Three Sessions. Operator versus Witness

Role

S 1-1 a)

S 1-2

S 2-1

S 2-2

Operator

143 b)

102

75

70

Witness

95

92

71

58

Key:a) Session - Round
b) Frequency

63

S3-2

Total

75

32

497

49

49

414

S3-1.

Figure 4.1 exhibits percentages of metacommunication by the role in each
session. In each round of the session the Os produced more metacommunicative output
than the Ws except in Session 3-2. Specifically the difference mainly lies in Session 1-1
and Session 3-1.

SI-1

SI-2

S2-1

S2-2

S3-1

S3-2

Sessions

□ Me of O (%)

□ Me of W (%j

Figure 4.1: Percentages of Metacommunicative Output by the Role in the Three Sessions:
Operator versus Witness

A new task and a new goal might explain these findings. As assumed in Chapter I,
the Os who were in charge of moving the robot needed to understand information and
thus employed more metacommunication. In Session 1-1 where they performed the robot
task for the first time, the children confronted communication failure more than in the
other sessions due to novelty. Consequently, the Os’ needs may be magnified, which
made the Os practice metacommunication more than the Ws in order to fill in the gaps
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between what the Ws said and what the Os needed to know. After familiarizing with the
task, percentages of the Os’ metacommunicative output are almost same as the Ws’ from
Session 1-2 to Session 2-2.
While a totally new task may account for the difference in metacommunication of
the Os and Ws in Session 1-1, a new goal of the task may explain the difference in
Session 3-1. The goal of Session 3 is to pick up a block and drop it, unlike in Session 1
and 2 where the goal is to knock over a tower. A new goal even with a familiar task may
create another novelty. The first Round of Session 3 (Session 3-1) is less familiar to the
children than the previous sessions excepting Session 1-1. The newness may have the Os’
needs amplified again. In return, it produced the finding that the Os used more
metacommunication in Session 3-1.
In Session 3-2, the Ws used more metacommunication than the Os. This is an
opposite finding to the prediction.
Looking at the data closely reveals that there is a fair amount of role-dependent
variability. Amount of metacommunicative output varies from subcategories of
metacommunication and the usage of subcategories is connected with the role that a child
plays in the robot games.
The top four of subcategories that the Os used most are ‘Request for clarification
(RC)’, ‘Conveyance of future instruction (CFI)’, ‘Other-prompted expatiation (OPE)’,
and ‘Self-prompted expatiation (SPE)’. On the contrary, the top four of subcategories that
the Ws used are ‘Self-prompted expatiation (SPE)’, ‘Conveyance of future instruction
(CFI)’, ‘Other-prompted expatiation (OPE)’, and ‘Emphasis of a previous statement
(EP)’. These ranks stay almost the same over all the sessions as seen in Table 4.9. This
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finding implies that the children utilized metacommunication consistently with their roles
in the games, regardless of sessions.
The most used subcategories by the Ws or Os show that the roles in the games
assign the children different communication goals. Whereas a W expatiates own
statements after formulating instructions, an O requests a partner to clarify the
instructions after listening to them.
CFI, as ranked second by both the Os and Ws, has opposite meanings depending
on who uses the subcategory of metacommunication. For example, a W expressed an
instruction, saying, “I will tell you when to stop.” In contrast, an O seemed to need an
instruction, saying, “Tell me when to stop.” Whereas the W will give an instruction, the
O needs an instruction in the near future.
The subcategory ranked third is OPE. Mostly, observation is a main cause to the
W’s utility of OPE and listening is a source to the O’s employment of OPE. Protocol 4.7
and 4.8 illustrate that a W and an O used the subcategory, respectively.

Protocol 4.7: Usage of Other-prompted expatiation by a Witness (JUTO 1-2, 32:42)
(1) W
(2) O
(3) W
(4) O

"Turnaround."
"I can't see it moving." E D
"No turn, no turn the wheels around."
R churns

<RM ->

In Protocol 4.7, after watching the movement of the robot, the W expanded his
instruction in (1) to (3), by adding a piece of important information, “the wheels.

Protocol 4.8: Usage of Other-prompted expatiation by an Operator (ADLU 1-2, 26:38)
(1) W
(2) O
(3) W
(4) O
(5) W
(6) 0
(7) W
(8) O

"yes, you're going good, you're goin' good. Now turn that way (pointing to stairs)."
R stops. "Which way?"
"Ummm, the way to the stairs."
"Oh, that way. OK." R moves
<RM ->
"No, the other way, the way to, ummm,"
"The wall?"
"Ya."
"Mmm, okay. Let me see if I can do that." R straight back toward
<RM t>

In contrast, Protocol 4.8 shows that by listening to a W, in (6) an O employed
OPE which functions as assistance to the W’s thinking process about communication.
The Ws ranked EP as fourth, however the Os rarely used it. Differently from the
Ws who used it most frequently, the Os employed SPE fourth most. While the Ws
utilized it in an imperative mode, the Os used it in an interrogative mode as presented in
Protocol 4.9.

Protocol 4.9: Usage of Self-prompted expatiation by a Witness and an Operator
(THCA 1-1, 28:27)
(1) W
(2) O
(3) W
(4) O

"Move the top now."
" Which one, the sideway or the, the one that goes THA T way?"
"I want to go that way, (motioning toward the tower) um, facing um, me."
(after three-second pause) "You mean this way? " RF cc
<RM ->

In Protocol 4.9, the O used SPE in (2) by asking more questions on directions
where the O would move the top part of the robot. The W employed SPE to specify ‘that
way’ to ‘facing me’ in her instruction.
As seen in Table 4.9, ‘Request for clarification’, the subcategory of
metacommunication that the Os employed the most frequently, ranging from 65.3 to 81.1
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% across the sessions was used less than 10 % by the Ws. In contrast, the Ws employed
‘Self-prompted expatiation’ the most, ranging from 22.4 to 36.8 % whereas Os used it
less than 5 %.

Table 4.9
Percentages of the Most Used Subcategories of Metacommunication:
Operator versus Witness

Session 1-1

SubCategory

Session 1-2

Session 2-1

Session 2-2

Session 3-1

Session 3-2

0

W

0

W

0

W

0

W

0

W

0

W

RCa)

81.1

u

71.6

1.1

65.3

5.6

67.1

3.4

68

4.1

68.8

2

CFIb)

4.2

18.9

15.7

2.5

22.7

15.5

8.6

24.1

6.7

26.5

18.8

12.2

OPEc)

4.2

9.5

3.9

18.5

1.3

15.5

5.7

10.3

5.3

6.1

0

2

SPEd)

4.9

36.8

2.9

25

2.7

31

4.3

29.3

4

38.8

3.1

22.4

EPe)

0.1

12.6

1

12

0

7

2.9

8.6

4

10.2

0

30.6

Key:a) RC:
b) CFI:
c) OPE:
d) SPE:
e)EP:

Request for clarification
Conveyance of future instruction
Other-prompted expatiation
Self-prompted expatiation
Emphasis of a previous statement

These findings suggest that the relationships between metacommunication and the
roles of a child in the collaborative problem solving exist in two ways: the difference in
frequencies of metacommunication usage and the variance in the contents of the
employed metacommunicative strategies according to the role.
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Metacommunication over the Course of the Games
The third hypothesis is that a dyad will utilize metacommunicative talk increasingly
over the course of the games. As shown in Figure 4.2, the metacommunicative usage
decreased as the sessions continues, indicating an opposite finding to the hypothesis. This
doesn’t mean that general communicative exchange between partners decreased because the
lengths of the transcripts of the all three sessions are similar.

SI-1

SI-2

S2-1

S2-2

S3-1

S3-2

Sessions
-A- Me of O —Me of W —Me of total

Figure 4.2: Usage of Metacommunication over the Sessions

There might be five potential explanations for this finding. First, the dyads have
more shared understanding or intersubjectivity in the later games than in the initial games.
Shared understanding may allow the children to communicate more effectively and exercise
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metacommunication less. The processes of constructing shared understanding were
presented in Lee’s (1992) study.
Second, accounting for a partner’s oral inability may explain this finding. Based
on their judge on the partner’s communication skills, the children may give up asking
more information. Protocol 4.10 illustrates this example. In (2) by saying “Tsu, tsu, tsu,”
this O displayed that he knew that the W gave ambiguous instructions. Almost whenever
the W instructed what the O couldn’t understand or perform, the O produced subvocal
expressions. Even if the O identified that the W’s instruction was inadequate like (1), the
O didn’t utilize metacommunicative talk to detect the ambiguity.

Protocol 4.10: Monitoring of ambiguity but disuse of
metacommunication I (JODA 2-1, 9:04)
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

W
O
W
O
W
O

“Oh, stop! (R s) Okay, now, now move it, um, forwards.”
“Tsu, tsu, tsu.” E D
“NO, no, that’s putting the head down.”
“Okay. I’ll move it up.”
EU
“No, that’s the jaw.”
“Uh uh.”

<means ‘No’>

Protocol 4.11 affords a more manifest example. In (8), the O insisted that he had
executed consistently with the instruction that the W gave in (5), replying to the W’s
negative reaction in (7). Actually the instruction (5) is a little variation of the previous
instruction (1) and both of them are ambiguous. Despite the O’s perseverance, the W
retold his previous instruction, which didn’t assist the O to act on properly. Instead of
continuing asking more questions, the O made the subvocal speech and moved the robot
inconsistently with the W’s intention. That this subvocal speech appeared seven times in
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Session 2 and once in Session 1, might indicate that this O realized that even
metacommunication doesn’t function as a mean to clarify what the W says when the W’s
speech or teaching skills are limited. The O produced the subvocal expression when the
W repeated ambiguous instructions or resorted to gestures in response to the O’s request
for clarification. Accordingly, metacommunication utility of this dyad decreased in the
later sessions.

Protocol 4.11: Monitoring of ambiguity but disuse of
metacommunication II (JODA2-1, 16:38-17:12)
(1) W “Now do the one that was... no, stop. (R s) Okay, now do the same ones over and
over and over again.”
(2) O (runs fingers across buttons)
(3) W “No, I mean the ones that I told you to do.”
(4) O RB, W moves
(5) W “No, Dan-. (R s) Dan, do the one that goes this way and this way (gesturing at
the top edge of curtain).”
(6) O “Okay.”
W c with E U, W cc with E D, R s
(7) W “Stop it, Da-n.”
(8) O “I did the ones that you told me to do.”
(9) W “No, the wheels that go this way and this way.”
(10)
O
“Tsu, tsu.”
W cc (H falls off)

Third, children’s communication skills improved in the later games. The children
verbalized from relatively incoherent utterances to articulate problem-relevant statements
over the games. This account is detailed under the topic, the benefits of using
metacommunication, in the second section of this chapter.
Fourth, employing a trial-and-error strategy for the movement more in the later
games than in the initial games may justify this finding. In order to acquire task
knowledge many dyads used this strategy. This may be called ‘metaproblem cognition’.
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As a whole, the children tended to utilize the strategy in the later games more after
realizing that knowing relevant button is the most informative feature of the games.
When using the strategy, the children communicated at a very fundamental level. For
example, Protocol 4.12 delineates that initially, a dyad metacommunicated very actively
however, they ended up agreeing to use the trial-and-error strategy to find the proper button.
While they were searching a corresponding button, they just exchanged simple questions
and answers like yes or no. Once employing the strategy, dyads showed fixation on this
strategy. Instead of restoring the task knowledge that they had acquired using the strategy in
working memory and retrieving from long-term memory the information that is relevant to
the task, they repeated the search for the button(s) for the same movement using the
strategy.

Protocol 4.12: Movement trials after metacommunicative talks
(CHLE 1-2, 1:50-1:51)
(1) 0
(2) W
(3) O
(4) W
(5) O
(6) W
(7) O
(8) W
(9) O
(10)
(11)
(12)
(13)
(14)
(15)
(16)
(17)
(18)

R s "Which way, Chloe?"
"That way! (pointing cc, toward the wall)"
"I can't s... What way is that way? (laughing)"
"That way! (pointing toward the O)
"Towards the door?"
<might see the shadow>
"Yes, towards the door!"
RF "This button?"
"Towards the door we came in from"
" Tell me which button it is. This one?" LF
W "The one towards the door we came in from!"
O "Okay, Chloe!! I don't know which button that is. I'll press all the buttons and
you tell me, okay?"
W "Okay."
O "That one?" LF
W “No, not that one”
O “That one?” LB
W “No, that’s making it backup.”
O “That one?” LF
W “Yeap! You got it! Leah! Stop! You got the big block.”
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Fifth, as Lee (1992) also pointed, children felt frustrated in the later sessions
because of lack of task knowledge. As a result, the games deteriorated. Overall
disorientation of the game might account for the decrease of the metacommunication
usage in the later games. Without actively participating in collaboration, simply working
side by side isn’t enough to solve a problem (Tudge, Winterhoff, & Hogan, 1996).
Metacommunication is two-faced. That metacommunication happens means the
children have a high level of mental functioning enough to monitor communication failures
and to employ repair mechanisms. That is, occurrence of metacommunication means
communication failures. Without communication failure, a little of metacommunication
occurs in the robot games. For example, a dyad with a good operational button knowledge
which was learned during Freeplay period didn’t use metacommunication at all in Session
1-1 and succeeded in the task effectively in the shortest time compared to other dyads. The
dyad didn’t need to show their metacommunicative capacity. This doesn’t mean that the
dyad doesn’t possess metacommunicative ability.
Up to now, the findings and discussions were presented from quantitative analysis.
Before closing this section, it is reasonable to mention the unusual findings about Session 32. For Hypothesis 1, the Lo MC group moved the robot properly more than the Hi MC
group in Session 3-2 only. The result is significant, which rejects Hypothesis 1. For the
Hypothesis 2, the Ws employed metacommunication significantly more than the Os in
Session 3-2 only, which doesn’t accept Hypothesis 2. For Hypothesis 3, the
metacommunicative usage decreased as the sessions continue excepting in Session 3-2
where metacommunicative utility increased a little bit. Disorientation in the later games due
to lack of task knowledge may effect the results in Session 3-2.
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The current study was done in a semi-natural environment. Metacommunication is a
joint function of several factors that are interrelated to reach a goal in the game. The
statistical analyses done in the first section are not enough to reveal the function and
interactive processes in collaboration. Findings from qualitative analysis are given in the
following.

Presentations from Qualitative Analysis
Repeated and close reading of the transcripts revealed information regarding
young children’s metacommunicative usage grounded in the data.
Children are known to tend to use egocentric speech, just giving instructions to
act on without considering their partner’s perspective. Hence, communication fails
frequently requiring repair in order to produce correct performance. In the robot games,
the children employed two repair methods: the semiotic repair method by using
metacommunication before or after moving the robot, or the nonverbal repair method by
simply moving the robot. The qualitative analysis answered to the several questions in the
following, focusing on metacommunication usage.

What Kinds of Metacommunication and How often Do the Children Use?

The category that was used most frequently overall is ‘Request for clarification’,
being followed by ‘Conveyance of future instruction’, ‘Self/Other-prompted expatiation’,
and ‘Emphasis of a previous statement’. As mentioned in the earlier part of this chapter,
there are relationships between subcategories of metacommunication and the roles of the
children in the games. Depending on needs that arose in various situations, the children
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used ‘Repeat of third person’s comments’, ‘Regulation of partner’s statement’, or
‘Metalinguistic references’ very scarcely. Functions of these metacommunicative talks
will be detailed in this section, too.

Why Do the Children Employ Metacommunicative Talk?

This section presents reasons why the children employ metacommunication.
Answering this question will also indicate when the children use metacommunication.
The qualitative analysis showed that there are eight reasons: clarification of instructions
given, reiteration of own statements, prompting of games, expatiation of previous
statements, usage of metalinguistic references, repetition of other’s statements, regulation
of other’s statements, and integration of previous statements into present communication.

To Clarify Instructions

‘Request for clarification’ is the most repeatedly used one by Os. The following
describe circumstances that draw calls for metacommunication.

Instructions with New Directions

A new instruction different from previous ones was often formulated without any
introductory remark. This was not clear enough for O to execute the instruction or 0
might be not cognitively ready for performing the new instruction. O needed to figure out
what the new instruction meant and requested W to clarify it. Based on the contents, new
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instructions could be classified as two groups: One is regarding a different direction of
the robot movement, and the other one includes moving a different part of the robot.

Instructions about moving the robot toward a different direction. As illustrated in
Protocol 4-13, in (3) the W formulated an instruction on moving the robot to a different
direction in (1). The O requested clarification of the newly introduced direction before
executing the instruction in (4). The movement done in (6) was consistent with the
direction that W wanted.

Protocol 4.13: Metacommunication regarding a new instruction about moving the robot to
a different direction (TAWI 1-2, 7:50)
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

W
O
W
O
W
O

“Now, go forward.”
R RF/LF (straight forward)
"Go sideways tiny bit more."
R stops. "Go sideways?"
"Yeah."
RF cc toward

Instructions about moving a different part of the robot. Protocol 4.14 shows that
the W presented a new instruction about a part of the robot. In (3) the W introduced a
new instruction with a new part of the robot, differently from the instruction in (1). Even
though the W informed the O of a specific part (claws) and action (to close), the O who
couldn’t accept this new instruction instantly sought information on what the instruction
was in (4). The W’ simple repetition of the instruction in (5) helped the O comprehend
and accomplish the instruction successfully in (6).
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Protocol 4.14: Metacommunication regarding a new instruction about moving a different
part of the robot (JOTR 1-1, 15:46)
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

W
O
W
O
W
O

“Try to get closer.”
LF
“Try to....close your claws.”
“What? ”
“Close your claws.”
HC

Instructions with More than One Command

Providing too much information at one time confuses people. The incident in
Protocol 4.15 shows that with even as few as two commands in one statement, the
instructions were not clear enough to execute in the robot game where the children were
not allowed to look at each other.

Protocol 4.15: Metacommunication regarding an instruction with more than one
command at one time (AMNE 1-1, 26:39)
(1) W "No, not that way, you're very close to it. You just turn the wheel around, then you
go."
(2) O "What?"
(3) W "You're not moving."
(4) O "I know, I'm twisting the wire." LB cc

The W instructed two things in (1). The first command was to turn the wheel
around and the second one was to go. These caused perplexity that needed to be resolved
in (2). The request didn’t function well this time. Instead of formulating a more clear
instruction, the W responded to the O irrelevantly by describing what the O was doing (or
not doing) instead of clarifying. At that time the O ceased moving the robot and
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metacommunicated. Here, the O’s request didn’t result in a successful movement of the
robot.

Instructions with Deictic References

Children showed a tendency to use deictic or pronominal references instead of
specifying a part of the robot, even when introducing the part for the first time. The two
deictic references most commonly used were ‘it’ for a part of the robot and ‘this’ or ‘that’
way for a direction of the robot movement.

Instructions with ‘it’ instead of a specific part. In Protocol 4.16, what ‘it’ in (1)
indicates was unclear to the O, particularly when the W provided the new instruction like
this. Inferring from ‘up’ in (1), the O expanded ‘it’ into ‘the jaw’ in an interrogation
mode, which in (3), made the W produce a more proper term for the part that he intended
in (1). When the O requested, “Which arm?”, the W clarified what was meant with the
arm in more detail in (5). We can watch how a deictic reference evolved to more specific
labeling through metacommunication.

Protocol 4.16: Specifying a part of the robot through metacommunication
(JODA 1-1, 22:34)
(1) W
(2) 0
(3) W
(4) 0
(5) W
(6) 0
(7) W
(8) 0

“Okay. Now bring it up.”
“What? The jaw?”
“Bring the, bring the arm up.”
“Which arm?”
“The arm that carries the jaw.”
ED “This?”
“No. Press the opposite side.”
E U a little
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InstructionsMth ‘this wav’ instead of a specific direction. Usage of ‘this way’ or
‘that way’ is another feature found in children’s speech. Protocol 4-17 shows how to
describe a pronominal direction more specifically. Directions with ‘this way’ in (1)
encompassed many suggestions and the O needed to identify a fixed direction. The O’s
request for clarification of ‘this way’ in (2) challenged the W to think and expand to a more
specific direction in (3). Since this episode happened in the beginning of Session 1-1 and
going straight to the target is the most difficult characteristic of the game, failure to move
the robot properly was expected.

Protocol 4.17: Specifying a direction of the movement through
metacommunication (CLBL 1-1, 1:38)
(1) W "Now, go this way (gesture, drawing a line toward the Tower with her finger on the
table).
(2) O "Which way? I can't see you."
(3) W "Towards the tower (thinking, slowly)."
(4) 0 EU

Ambiguous Instructions

In addition to introducing a new instruction, providing two commands in one
instruction and using deictic references, there is still likelihood to produce inaccurate
messages. A relevant excerpt appears in Protocol 4.18.

Protocol 4.18: Metacommunication about an ambiguous instruction (CLBL 1-1, 18:08)
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

W
O
W
O

“Try the one all the way at the end.”
“Which one, right or left? ”
“Right.”
LF, LB
“Turn that (m)”

The W’s instruction about button location in (1) was ambiguous to the O because
it suggested the two possible locations on the control box, which is right or left. The O
wanted to fill the gap between what the W intended and what the O needed by asking
which side the W meant. The W indicated the side that he intended. The O pressed the
two halves on the right side of the control box.
Protocol 4.19 shows an episode about using metacommunication when an
instruction had many meanings to the O, which the W didn’t intend.

Protocol 4.19: Metacommunication about an insufficient
instruction (JODA 1 - 2, 34:47)
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

W
O
W
O

“Okay, (R s) now move.... Okay, now go again.”
“Forward or frontward? Forward or backward?”
“Forward. Dan, you’re getting, keep going frontwards.”
(Knocks over the tower)

In Protocol 4.19, ‘go’ in (1) was very vague. In a sense, the instruction is an
unfinished one. The instruction should have included some information about a specific
direction after ‘go’ like straight, forwards, or backwards. Without a specific direction, the
‘go’ may imply to go in one of several different directions that the O couldn’t know,
including not just forwards or backwards but also sideways, regardless of the W’s
intention. Before leaping into action without detecting the ambiguity or instead of
assuming that he understood the direction, the O requested clarification and obtained a
definite direction from W and achieved the mission.
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To Reiterate Own Statements

If a counterpart in communication doesn’t mention or raise any questions regarding
what a person tries to communicate, the person presumes that the communication was
carried on successfully. The children here were not allowed to look at each other. In other
words, they may not use their partners’ facial expressions or other visual indicators of
confusion as supplementary devices to identify unsuccessful communications. The ways to
acknowledge communication success are either reliance on each other’s verbal
communications or the W’s observation on movement of the robot in order. Children retell
their own statement after watching instructions executed. This style of metacommunication
serves four functions different from the aforementioned ones. The four functions are
emphasis, correction, rephrase, and feedback.

Emphasizing

Addition of‘I said’ to his/her own previous instruction purported to emphasize
the instruction and to notify O of that the instruction was not rendered well. The
following excerpt in Protocol 4.20 shows that emphasis of a preceding statement (1) in
(3) redirected the O’s button selection in (4) even if the direction is still not consistent
with the W’s intention.

Protocol 4.20: Emphasis of a previous statement (ANMA 3-2, 22:03)
(1) W “Anna, turn the robot around. You just did the forward button.”

(2) 0 HO
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(3) W “No, I said turn it around' ”
(4) 0 ED

Correcting

In Protocol 4.21, after watching the O perform the first instruction, the W figured
out that her expression or her intention was inconsistent with the goal that she set up at
this step. The W corrected her pervious statement by adding the metacommunicative
ending to her new direction. This addition seems to function as a repair device that
refreshes the O to the changed instruction.

Protocol 4.21: Correction of own instruction (THCA 1-2, 42:25-42:41)
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

W
O
W
O

"Yes yes, go up, stop, stop, stop, now go frontwards."
LF cc
"Go backwards, I mean."
LB c

Rephrasing

Observation of improper movement of the robot makes W notice that their
communication failed and that W needs to repair the failures. A dyad used the rephrase
strategy to do this. Protocol 4.22 shows an example.

Protocol 4.22: Rephrase of a previous statement (ANMA 3-1, 10:00-10:30)
(1) W “Wait. Try the other button you were doing before.”
(2) O H O
(3) W “No, I mean, when you were trying to do it straight way before. ”
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(4) O
(5) W
(6) 0
(7) W
(8) O

R stuck
“Uh huh.”
LF, RF
“Yeah, yeah. But do the other side. The opposite side, too. Toward the TV”
RF, RB, LF, RF, H C

The W conveys her instruction to press another button in (1). After watching the O
move the Hand of the robot, the W figured out that the O didn’t follow her command and
rephrased the previous instruction by adding a key element ‘straight’ in order to make the O
understand her intention. With this metacommunicative talk and one trial, the O grasped an
idea of what the W instructed and accomplished it in (8). Rephrasing a previous statement
seems to be an effective metacommunication strategy, but the children used very
infrequently.

Giving Feedback

Children give and take feedback on what they expressed. In Protocol 4.23, the W
replied to the O with metacommunication. The W provided input to the O’s statement in
(7) in order to make the O execute the movement that was consistent with her instruction.

Protocol 4.23: Feedback on communication (TAWI 2-2, 17:36 -18:13)
(1) O
(2) W
(3) O
(4) O
(5) W
(6) 0
(7) W
(8) O

R s, RF/LF
"Still. Still.... Til tell you when to stop, okay?"
RF/LF
RF cc toward
"Press them both."
R stops. "I did."
"I didn't say 'stop' yet."
RF/LF
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To Prompt Games

Members in collaborative work may lose interest in the task or feel unsure that
procedures taken are consistent with a goal that they set up, particularly when the goals
are not easy to attain. These incidents require the children to encourage each other to get
engaged in the tasks. By doing so, they can maintain their interest at a high enough level
to do the task, acquire mental energies, or get validated about what they are doing to
solve the problems. More importantly, this metacommunication may serve as an
important determinant to collaborative problem solving if active participation of parings
explains some benefits of collaborative problem solving (Forman & McPhail, 1993; Light
& Glachan, 1985; Tudge et al., 1996). The findings prove that metacommunicative talks
satisfy the following four purposes: confirmation, priming, wanting, and facilitation.

Confirming

When O is following W well, W wants O to keep taking the action under motion
until O brings the robot to the location where W intends. W mentions a future instruction
on timing, button, or direction. Such conveyance of a future instruction (CFI) serves two
purposes: First, W assures O that s/he is doing right. This assurance might comfort 0 and
encourage O to keep pressing the same button continuously. Second, W delivers the
meaning that s/he is going to provide new instructions soon when the robot locates at the
intended place.
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Protocol 4.24: Confirmation and encouragement (CLBL 1-2, 24:51)
(1) W
(2) 0
(3) W
(4) 0

“No, you didn’t turn it. You pressed up building, up way.”
LF
“This way?”
“Yup, yeah. Turn, turn, still turn, I'll tell you when to stop. Turn (x9) STOPH”
Rs

In Protocol 4.24, the O found a proper way to move the robot (2) and the W
encouraged O to proceed to turn until he would give another command, ‘stop’. Keeping his
promise, the W finally ordered the word after saying ‘Turn’ nine times.

Priming

Whereas CFI above was provided during action, CFI below in (4) of Protocol
4.25 was given before action. Both of CFI were formulated by Ws. This time CFI
functions to elicit O to perform an instruction.

Protocol 4.25: Elicitation of performing an instruction (CLBL 1-2, 26:38)
(1) 0 LF c “7b// me when to stop.”
(2) W “Now, stop. (R s) You letting it go forward, turn around, (gesturing) go that way
there you are.”
(3) O “Turn around?”
(4) W “Yeah, turn around again, turn towards me. I'll tell you when to stop”
(5) O RB
(6) W “Wrong button.”

In Protocol 4.25, after in (3) the O’s neutral repetition of the W’s instruction, the
W confirmed the instruction and primed the O to execute the instruction with CFI in (4).
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Wanting

Not only W but also O uses CFI with a purpose of wanting to know when to quit
the movement in the process and to switch to another movement.

Protocol 4.26: In want of knowing time to quit (TAWI2-1, 7:50)
(1) O
(2) W
(3) O
(4) W
(5) 0
(6) W
(7) 0
(8) W

R RF/LF (straight forward)
“Now, go forward.” (looking at the experimenter smiling)
"Is this good?" RF/LF
<It means, "Is this enough?">
"No."
RF/LF "Tellme when to stop, okay?”
"No~" (softly, shaking head sideways)
<means "Not yet.">
RF/LF
“You’re almost to the castle.” (glancing at the tower)

Protocol 4.26 shows when O employs CFI. In (5), the O asked that the W would
give an instruction on timing in order to know when to stop the movement under motion. (In
Protocol 4-26, O used CFI in (1) with the same purpose.) Unlike W’s CFI, O’s CFI takes an
imperative mode. This CFI indicates that the O wants to confirm that the movement is
consistent with the goal and the timing to quit the action. When Ws don’t use CFI
voluntarily first, generally Os utilize CFI in order to obtain support for the movement under
motion.

Facilitating

To prompt a partner to get involved in the game, O asks W to give instructions.
Protocol 4.27 illustrates when O requests instructions. Before this incident, the game
paused as the experimenter repaired the Hand of the robot that had been fallen off. In
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order to resume the game, the O used CFI in (1). As this episode shows, with CFI
children generally facilitate their partners to pay attention back to the game in the
beginning of or during the game.

Protocol 4.27: Facilitation to get engaged in the game (CLBL 1-2, 32:36)
(Hand of the robot was fallen off and needed fixed. The experimenter notified the
children of continuing the game.)
(1) 0
(2) W
(3) 0
(4) W
(5) O

“Okay, tell me which one”
“Okay, now back up.”
“How do you back up?”
“Try every button.”
HC

To Expatiate

There are occasions when more information is needed. W realizes that his/her
own instruction is too insufficient to perform correctly and it is necessary to expand the
detail. Without any request, s/he her/himself adds more information to a previous one
before or after the instruction is performed. This is different from the prompting function
of metacommunication in ways that a child expatiates his/her own or an other’s statement
in detail rather than correcting expressions or emphasizing previous commands by adding
metacommunicative phrases.
Two types of expatiation were found at providers of expatiation: One is Selfprompted expatiation and the other is Other-prompted expatiation. Protocol 4.28
illustrates an example of Self-prompted expatiation.
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Protocol 4.28: Self-prompted expatiation (DYJA 2-1, 12:06)

(1) W “Stop! (R s) Okay, now, turn the arm this way (motioning with his fingers making
a circle). No, umm...close it. Close it. Close the arm.”
(2) 0 H O a little
(3) W “No! Close it.”
(4) O H C (Hand knocks over the blocks.)

‘It’ in (1) seems inadequate to the W himself and he dilates it to ‘the arm’ before the
O executes the instruction. The presence per se of the O waiting for W’s command seems to
make W assess his/her own instruction which in turn, results in formulating more expatiated
instructions. Since a speaker monitors his/her own speaking without any requests from the
outside, this is more advanced metacommunication than the following episode in Protocol
4.29 which shows that W’s expatiation occurs after O carries out the instruction. This
metacommunication is Other-prompted expatiation (OPE).

Protocol 4.29: Other-prompted expatiation by listening (JOTR 1-1, 16:43)
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

W
O
W
O

“Move a little bit to ummm-”
“To the right or left? ”
“Right.”
“Right. Uh-uh - you can’t move to the right. It can only go straight or to the left.
Can go to the left.”
(5) W “Then back up.”
(6) O R backs up. R s

In Protocol 4-29, (1) shows that the W had not completed his instruction, still
formulating it. The W’s unfinished instruction furnishes the O a chance to clarify the
statement. Stimulated by the W, the O expands the W’s instruction with suggestions in an
interrogation mode. Protocol 4.30 shows a different illustration of OPE from that of
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Protocol 4.29. While Protocol 4.29 provides that the O expands the W’s statement by
listening to the W, Protocol 4.30 depicts that the W expands his own statement by
watching the robot movement.

Protocol 4.30: Other-prompted expatiation by watching (DYJA 2-2, 14:18-15:04)
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

W
O
W
O

“Turn, turn the other way!”
“Which way? ”
(looks frustrated. Doesn’t answer to the O’s question) “Turn.”
(tries to peek under the curtain, looking up at the experimenters and smiles to
them)
(5) 0 Wcc
(6) W “Not that! The wheels
(7) O “The wheel?” R moves

The W gave an instruction without designating a specific part of the robot or a
specific direction in (1). The O exercised the instruction in (5), detecting ambiguity in (2)
and (4). Observing that the O moved the Waist of the robot provided the W with an idea that
the W would say the wheels. Watching the robot performance can be a clue that helps a
speaker recognize communication failure which stimulates the W to explain his/her previous
statements in detail including specification of parts of the robot or addition to information.

To Use Metalinguistic References

The use of metalinguistic references means that children are aware of word
definitions and grammatical forms. As shown in Protocol 4.31, the W stated ‘up’ two
times in (1). The O’s question in (2) can be interpreted in two ways. First, the O seems to
think that the W had a special intention by this and asked the meaning. Second, the 0
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simply notices that the expression itself - to say the same word twice in a row - is
interesting. Whatever interpretation is, the O distinguished a violation against pragmatic
usage of language.

Protocol 4.31: Use of metalinguistic references (AMNE 2-2, 17:35)
(1) W “Now, you, up, up (gesturing).”
(2) O “ What do you mean up, up? (m) or something?”
(3) W “Yeah, like that. Stop (gesturing).”

EU

To Repeat Other Person’s Statements

This metacommunicative talk was found but rarely used. Some children in the
game utilized this subcategory when they reminded each other of the rules or just cited
the experimenter’s remarks. Protocol 4.32 illustrates an example of the latter.

Protocol 4.32: Repetition of other’s statement (ANMA 3-2, 28:25)
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

O
T
W
O

“I wish we knew how to do.”
“I think you can find out.”
“She says she thinks we can find out. ”
R moves.

To Regulate Other Person’s Statements

Regulation of other person’s statement is one of the subcategories used very
sparsely. In the robot game, children tried to control their partner’s robot movements
rather than the partner’s verbal behavior. Protocol 4.33 depicts that ‘wait’ (2) purports to
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manage the W’s repeated instruction (1). The O finally followed the W’s insistent
command.

Protocol 4.33: Control of other’s statement (ANMA 3-2, 22:03)
(1) W “No (5X). Anna, Anna, Anna, Anna, stop (4X). I, I need just... You know what?
You know what I need? Stop all the buttons. Stop all buttons. Don’t push all the
buttons.”
(2) 0 “Wait”
(3) W “Don’t push any of the buttons.”
(4) O “Okay, I stopped.”

To Integrate a Previous Statement into Present Communication

One of the features that make people unique is the ability to connect past to
present to future. Some children showed this capacity by bringing information learned
during the Freeplay period or previous games to the task sessions. Protocol 4.34
illustrates an example.

Protocol 4.34: Integration of a previous statement into present communication
(CHLE 1-1, 1:39)
(1) W "Now, you see this? (touching and shaking the hand) The top thing?"
(2) O "No."
(3) W "Well, you know the thing that looks like a camera... that I said?" <During the set¬
up phase, they talked about the robot hand looking like the camera on the tripod>
(4) O "No."
(5) W "Remember that I said it looks sort of like a camera... that camera up there that you
see things."
<The W means the lens part of a camera>
(6) O "Yeah/"
(7) W "Well the gray thing, the thing that opens up...that we try to smooch up fingers in/?"
(8) O "Yeah/"
(9) W “Put that open.”
(10)
O HC
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In order to describe the top part of the robot, the W brought their previous
communication to the present situation two times. During the set-up phase after the Freeplay
period, the dyad had talked about that the Hand of the robot looked like the camera on the
tripod. With the first integration (3), the W failed to clarify the meaning of “The top thing?”
It might explain the failure that this metacommunicative strategy requires a listener’s
memory capacity as the W started the statement with the word, ‘Remember’ in (5). In
second trial, the W finally succeeded to deliver her intention to the O. The integration helped
the O understand what the W had intended by the first instruction.

What Are the Benefits of Using Metacommunication?

It was found that the children earned two benefits of using metacommunication in
participating in the robot game. First, the members of a dyad acquired an appropriate
concept of what a speaker communicates about the task in the collaborative problem¬
solving environment. Second, the members improved their communication skills across
the sessions. These two benefits will be described in detail in the following section.

Formation of a Correct Concept on the Instruction Given

In the beginning of the section about the findings from qualitative analysis, it was
mentioned how metacommunication was employed in order to build up an appropriate
idea concerning an initial instruction.
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An example is shown in Protocol 4.35. The O’s simple request “What?” in (2) just
made W emphasize her original instruction with a metacommunicative phrase in (3).
What the W indicates by tweezers is still vague to the O. The O’s more specific question
“What tweezers?” in (4) helped the W locate the problem in her instruction, realizing
which part of her instruction that the O didn’t understand. The W’s description gave 0 a
notion on the tweezers. Finally they came to share the Hand of the robot as the tweezers.
This shared meaning provided a ground for reducing communication processes in the
later part of the same session, which in turn, costs less time and efforts. This example is
presented in the section below.

Protocol 4.35: Building-up an proper concept on initial instruction (TAWI1-1, 10:15)
(1) W
(2) 0
(3) W
(4) O
(5) W
(6) O

"With the tweezers, can you bring it back up?"
"What?"
"I said bring back the tweezers up."
"What tweezers?"

"That things, those tweezers that close and open. Try to make 'em go up."
" What? Ohhh, that?" H O

Development of Communication Skills

The analysis of the development of communication skill applied a microgenetic
analysis that Wertsch and Hickman (1987) had employed in order to identify the
development occurred within an observable time period.
Protocol 4.36 exhibits how a dyad refines their verbalization in similar situations
as time draws to the end. Specifically, it shows how one instruction and one request
evolve into one final instruction across the time.
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Protocol 4.36: Development of communication skills
(CHLE2-1, 1:25-1:34; CHLE 2-2, 1:40-1:41)

(CHLE 2-1, 1:25)

(CHLE 2-1, 1:26)

(CHLE 2-1, 1:29)

W1 “Now, go!’
01 “Forward?"

W1 “Good. Now, go!’
01 “Forwards?”

W1

(CHLE 2-1, 1:30)

(CHLE 2-1, 1:34)

(CHLE 2-1, 1:34)

W1 “Now, go!”
01 “Forwards?’

01 RF toward the tower
W1 “Yeah. Go forward.
You’re doing it.”

W1 “You gotta do it sideways.”
01 “Okay.”
W1 “Now... keep on going
forwards.”
01 RF

(CHLE 2-2, 1:40)

(CHLE 2-2, 1:41)

(CHLE 2-2, 1:41)

02 R stops.
W2 “Now go, go.”
02 LB toward

02 R stops. (R faces the tower)
W2 “Now, go forward.”
02 RB away

02 HO
W2 “Now go
forwards.”
02 HC

“Okay, now go, go forward. Go
forwards, Leah!”

Protocol 4.36 showed improvement from an insufficient instruction to a more
sufficient instruction as the time draws to the end. Demands of instructional speech,
including the need for repeated formulation and requests for clarification from 01
provide metacommunicative challenges, from which W1 could benefit. On the other
hand, W2’s formulating less ambiguous instruction within a shorter time in Session 2-2
indicates that W2, as 01 in Session 2-1 is also a beneficiary of these processes. In peer
collaborative context, children may challenge each other and offer a zone of proximal
development to each other (Forman and McPhail, 1993). This also illustrates an example
of the internalization hypothesis (Levina, 1981), which can be prompted by the use of
instrumental communication with others.
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Within an observable time period, whereas Protocol 4.36 describes that there is an
increase of information in one instruction without self or other repair as an indicator of
more refined communication skills, Protocol 4.37 depicts there is an interesting decrease
of information in W s instructions. This is not a mere deletion of necessary information,
but an alternative formulation of the already shared information, suggesting another
indicator of communication development. In the later part of the same session, without
any questions, a dyad used the identification that they had built up before. For example,
in Protocol 4.37 differently from Protocol 4.35, the O performed the instruction without
request to clarify what the tweezers are since the dyad had communicated about the
tweezers and shared the meaning of it in Protocol 4.35.

Protocol 4.37: Using a built-up concept later
(TAWI1-1, 11:37)
(1) W
(2) O
(3) W
(4) 0

"Make it go up."
"Like that?" R W
"Make the tweezers go up."
EU

Protocol 4.38 and Protocol 4.39 illustrate different incidents. A dyad exchanged
metacommunicative talks nine times in order for the O to understand the W’s intention of
the first instruction in Protocol 4.38. However, in Protocol 4.39 the processes were
considerably reduced and the W hesitated only a little to find the proper expressions. By
applying metacommunication to the first conversation successfully, this dyad can save
costs and time.
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Protocol 4.38: Metacommunicative exchanges (CHLE 2-1, 1:36)
(1) W
(2) O
(3) W
(4) O
(5) W
(6) 0
(7) W
(8) O
(9) W
(10)

"Okay, now. Bring it to the sides. Bring it to the side."
"Side toward the wall?"
"No..."
"To the clock?" (A clock is in front of them)
"No, not to the clock."
"The other wall?"
"The side I am on. The side (looking back) the chalk board's on."
"That side ? " (pointing the chalkboard)
"What?" (looks at the finger tip) Yeah. To the side the chalkboard's on."
O "Okay." LF away

Protocol 4.39: Decrease of communication processes (CHLE 2-1, 1:36)

(1) 0 Rs
(2) W "Bring the thing...the thing that pinched our fingers forward..to the side where the
chalkboard's on."
(3) 0 EU

In Protocol 4.40, the W used a deictic expression in (1). The O requested
clarification with suggestions. The suggestions are the shared expressions that they had built
up in the previous round. This helped the W answer the request with ease.

Protocol 4.40: Carry over of the shared meaning (CHLE 2-2, 1:41)
(1) W "No\ Put that thing that smooched our fingers over here (gesturing: toward the
tower)."
(2) O "Over where? Towards the chalkboard? Or towards the clock?"
(3) W "Towards the chalkboard."
(4) 0 LB
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Two alternative explanations are possible for the decreased explicitness in the
later rounds. It may be due to an increase of their shared understanding and to the
unnecessity of old or given information (Wertsch, 1979).
An other proof showing that communication skills improved as a result of using
metacommunication is that children replaced pronominal references with nominal ones in
the later part of the games.

Summary
This chapter has presented the results and discussions about the findings from
both quantitative and qualitative analysis.
Not every statistical analysis conducted in the study has supported possible
relationships between metacommunication and the products in collaborative problem
solving. The first hypothesis that metacommunicative talk in a dyad will be positively
correlated with the proper movement of the robot was not accepted, even though the
positive relationship between metacommunication and movement of the robot was found at
one round. This indicates the relationship is more task-specific. The result calls for further
research.
Due to the characteristics of the data and limited applicability of the existent
techniques, a statistical test was not applied. It may be reasonable to state that the second
hypothesis that Operators (Os) will show more metacommunicative output than Witnesses
(Ws) was supported. Regarding the second hypothesis, it was found that there is a fair
amount of role-dependent variability. Amount of metacommunicative output varies from
subcategories of metacommunication. Usage of subcategories is related to the role that a
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child plays in the robot games. The Os used ‘Request for clarification’ most, being
followed by ‘Conveyance of a future instruction’, ‘Other-prompted expatiation’, and
‘Self -prompted expatiation’. The Ws favored ‘Self-prompted expatiation’ first,
‘Conveyance of a future instruction’ next, ‘Other-prompted expatiation’ third, and
‘Emphasis of a previous statement’ fourth.
The third hypothesis that a dyad will utilize metacommunicative talk increasingly
over the course of the game was rejected. Adversely to prediction, the metacommunicative
usage decreased as the sessions continue. The finding was discussed with the five
potential accounts, which are the increase of intersubjectivity, the reckoning of a
partner’s oral inability, the improvement of communication skills, the employment of
strategy that minimizes verbal interactions, and the overall deterioration in the later
games due to lack of task knowledge.
Qualitative analysis revealed that the children utilized metacommunication for
various reasons. The first reason is to clarify statements including new directions,
multiple commands at one time, pronominal references, and ambiguity. The second is to
retell previous statements in order to correct, to emphasize, to rephrase, or to give
feedback. The third is to prompt the games to assure the children about the procedures
taken, to elicit a partner to perform the instruction given, to want to know when to quit
the movement in the process, or to facilitate a partner to get involved in the game. The
fourth is to expatiate insufficient instructions voluntarily or with input from the outside.
The fifth is to be aware of linguistic references, including a violation against pragmatic
usage of language. The sixth is to repeat other’s statement. In the robot games, this
functions to remind the game rules such as no peeking by citing the experimenter s
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statements. The seventh is to regulate other person’s statement in order to stop partner’s
talk or to start own talking. Finally the last one is to integrate a previous statement to the
present in order to make a shared understanding based on experiences in previous
sessions.
Last, the benefits of using metacommunication were presented. The two benefits
are acquisition of a correct concept on the instruction given and advancement of
communication skills as the game proceeds.

CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION AND IMPLICATIONS

The present research attempts to address how metacommunication of young
children relates to the products in a collaborative problem solving. The study has three
main purposes: first, to investigate the relationship between metacommunicative talk in a
dyad and the proper movement of the robot; second, to compare metacommunicative
output between Operators and Witnesses; and last, to examine the increase of
metacommunicative talk over the course of the games. Along with quantitative analysis
of the data to test the hypotheses, qualitative analysis was done to detect the in-depth
processes between metacommunication and the problem solving.
While quantitative analysis reveals less convincing relationships between the
processes and the products, qualitative analysis proves that young children use a variety of
metacommunication, which satisfies the demands of the problem solving situations.
It was found that there are very complicated relationships between
metacommunicative ability and the proper movement of the robot. The phrase of
‘complicated relationships’ has two meanings. The first is that the relationship is rather taskspecific. In a new task, the relationship seems to exist and in a more familiar task, the
relationship doesn’t seem to exist. The second meaning is that with knowledge about an
informative feature of the task, metacommunication may have more influences on the
problem solving. In the robot game, the most effective information is operational
knowledge about button knowledge. Because of changes of button configuration in each
session, the children need to find a button(s) related to movement of the robot during
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game, however, many a dyads had a hard time searching for a necessary button(s),
storing the knowledge in their working memory, and retrieving the information.
In accordance with expectation, it was detected that there is the relationship
between the role of a child in the robot game and metacommunication output.
Metacommunication usage is dependent on the role of a child, revealing that Os employ
more metacommunicative strategies than Ws. The role that a child plays in the game
functions to select subcategories of metacommunication. Frequencies of
metacommunicative output vary from subcategories of metacommunication and the
usage of subcategories is connected with the role that a child plays in the robot games.
A dyad utilized metacommunicative talk decreasingly over the course of the
games, differently from prediction. The dyad used metacommunication less in the later
games.
The findings of qualitative analysis show that metacommunication manages both
contents of communication in the peer collaboration and maintenance of the collaborative
problem solving situation per se. The children used metacommunication in order to draw
unambiguous information from their partners and also to facilitate the games. If
juxtaposition doesn’t assist collaborative problem solving effectively, employing this
subcategory of metacommunication will lead to successful problem solving, by
encouraging members to engage in the task.
The children earned two benefits from using metacommunication in participating
in the robot game. First, by employing metacommunication the members of a dyad
acquired an appropriate concept of what a speaker communicates about the task in the
collaborative problem-solving environment. Such benefit gained in the beginning part of
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a session provided a ground for reduction of communication processes about given
information in the later part of a session, saving time and effort.
Second, the members improved their communication skills by using
metacommunication. As the sessions continue, the members of a dyad formulated more
sufficient instructions through metacommunicative exchanges. Both the members are
profited from the exchanges. Other proof that communication advanced as a result of
using metacommunication is that the children specified pronominal references with
nominal references.

Suggestions for Further Research

Important suggestions for further research emerge from the finding that there is
the limited relationship between metacommunication and the positive movement of the
robot. The suggestions are twofold: To address the functions of metacommunication with
or without basic task knowledge about the problem-solving task; and to compare the
relationships between the metacommunication usage and the product in a familiar task to
those in a novel task.
Since incidents from the transcripts revealed that the combination of necessary
button knowledge and metacommunication escalates problem solving success, it is
necessary to identify how much each factor contributes to the performance independently
from each other. Then the relationship of metacommunication to the product in
collaborative problem solving will be more manifest.
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Pertinent to the second suggestion, another recommendation is to examine the
transfer effect of metacommunicative function on different problem solving situations. Once
children found out that metacommunicative strategies are conducive to problem solving,
they used the strategies as often as they could with a new problem. Due to their
intersubjectivity carried over from previous problem solving sessions, however, children
tended to use metacommunication less in similarly repetitive tasks requested almost same
speech registers. Since they already share many meanings or understandings, the need to use
metacommunication decreases in recurrent tasks.
It is recommended that an exploration of the subcategories that Os or Ws employed
most in the robot game be done with bigger sample size of children. The most contributing
subcategories will appear as metacommunicative factors to collaborative problem solving. It
is also worth of studying the relationship between each subcategory of metacommunication
and problem solving through peer interaction.
The results of qualitative analysis suggest a study of the quality of
metacommunicative capacities rather than quantity of them because a child’s role requires
using different subcatogories of metacommunication.
Based on the finding regarding growth of communication skills as a result of
using metacommunication, a study of the relationship between metacommunication and
communication is recommended similarly to many studies done on the relationship
between metamemory and memory. The research questions for the further study will be:
Do metacommunication and communication skills develop together? Does one capacity
precede the other? Then, which one appears first? And how do they effect on each other?
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The findings of the present study prompt a number of questions to stimulate further
research: 1) A study of developmental differences in using metacommunication in
collaborative problem solving; 2) An exploration of any gender differences in employing
metacommunication, and 3) An investigation on utilizing metacommunication in dyads who
have different traits from those of the dyads of this study.
A study explored request for clarification strategies that speakers in traditional
Samoan communities used (Ochs, 1987). The Samoan speakers preferred one to another
strategy to make utterances intelligible in everyday conversational discourse when facing
with the communication problem. Because they feel uncomfortable making guesses
explicitly like “Oh you don’t like this?” as to the thoughts of others that have not been
clearly expressed in language, they tend to request a speaker to reproduce all or part of an
ambiguous message. In western Samoan communities, generally a far greater reluctance to
speculate about other’s psychology states was found, compared with American middle class
speakers. The researcher argued that children participate in culturally patterned request for
clarification sequences and by doing so they learn expectations regarding limit of
knowledge and social organization of knowledge.
Even though the study above didn’t investigate Samoan young children’s
communication convention directly, the findings cast a suggestion for further research. The
current study focused on communication between children, which basically needs to use a
common language. Participation of English speaking children only may have brought
different findings from those of non-English speaking children. Some cultures may not
encourage their members to do metacommunicative behaviors such as request for
clarification of, correction on, rephrase of, feedback about other people’s statements, and so
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on. The members of the societies may not express their metacommunicative capacities while
conforming to sociocultural rules, even though they possess a metacommunicative mind.
This suggestion accords with the Vygotskian approach to peer collaboration. Vygotskian
theory argues that social and cultural influences channel the nature and focus of
interpersonal interactions, which in turn mediate the development of children’s higher
mental functions. Comparisons of American children with children from other cultures will
produce interesting findings. In addition, the research will provide empirical findings on the
interrelations between interactions at interpersonal and sociocultural levels.
In order to establish a ‘substantive theory’ about young children’s
metacommunication from many ‘ground theories’, it is suggested to examine their
metacommunication in various problem-solving environments including those naturally
occurring in classrooms.

Educational Implications

This study found out that children as young as 5- to 6- year possess the abilities to
monitor a partner’s statements and to locate problems in them but they do not know how
to implement their abilities to the problem solving. This finding about the possession of
the metacommunicative capacities but the application inability implies that teachers have
an important role in encouraging children to use metacommunication in peer interaction
to high enough level to produce a successful product. Since general metacognitive
strategies are already in teachers’ repertories, it’s easier to expose metacommunicative
strategies to educational settings.
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In a collaborative working group, sharing thoughts with each other relies on
semiotic mediation in order to solve a problem together. Despite their ownership of
metacommunication, young children do not always practice their metacommunicative
monitoring, as they also don’t implement with other metacognitive monitoring abilities.
However, encouragement to monitor makes their problem-solving performance improve
(Davison and Sternberg, 1998). This may be applied to the area of metacommunication as
an important educational implication. In other words, teachers have children pay their
attention on how communications are delivered effectively. In addition to content goals,
communicative process goals such as how to give directions, describe and make requests,
summarize, respond to questions, develop ideas, organize information, deliver messages,
and give feedback must be established and evaluated with children.
When difficulties in communication arise, beyond locating problems, teachers can
help the children use strategies about how to fix a problem inherent in communication
processes and to produce more obvious messages. Specifically, teachers can prime the
children to clarify the meanings of what they try to say or to rephrase what they already
said. The teachers can facilitate the children to ask questions to draw necessary
information from other children, instead of assuming that they understood the other’s
statements, which may lead to a wrong conclusion.
With this assistance, children may become competent communicators because
competence in communication is reached when the person in communication can be
understood and can understand intended messages. They then discover that to understand
the other’s thinking processes clearly and to transfer their own thinking processes
effectively improves collaborative problem solving.
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It may be also conceivable to develop collaboration through inquiry and
metacommunicative strategies. Teacher and children who try to become good listeners and
readers of other people’s ideas and thoughts can be a good 'response partner' for other
learners and prompt collaborative problem solving.
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